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loved ones who suffer.
By Bert Halstead
Fuller attributed the first forThe MIT Lecture Series on
(orld Peace began last Thursday mutations of these concepts of
ith a lecture by R. Buckmin-- scarcity, competition, and surter Fuller on "Technology." vival of the fittest to Malthus
ihe distinguished inventor, and Darwin. Karl Marx, he said,
reator of the geodesic dome agreed with these people, but
nd many other inventions, decided that the workers were
Lacked Kresge for his two-hour the fittest, and all the others
merely parasites. Enumerating
, He said peace is a dreamy various advances in modem techiord,
evoking images of children nology, Fuller then turned to
the arms of their mothers. the question, "What did Malthus
;ven in times of so-called leave out?" His answer was that
1peace,': however, there has all the advances of modem tech!ways been a winner and a nology had made Malthus' theouser. This is because our politi- ries invalid.
al systems are predicated on the
jasic fact of scarcity is there
lot enough to go arounld. Given word he includes in every lecture
hat factsomebody hasto come -- synergy. This word roughly
iut on the short end, and con- means the interdependence of
hiet occurs because everyone
every
thing, so he introduced it
rants to make sure it is not his

(Please turn to page 2)
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By Norman Sandler
i and Lee Giguere
EAn effort to organize stu!ents throughout the nation and
ipur them on to activism in the
ireas of the environment, conbmer protection, and numerous
ither public problems is underVay in the Boston area, after
heeling with success in other
)arts of the country, including
.e western half of Massachu'etts.
' Massachusetts Public Interest
lesearch Group East (MASS
iIRG EAST) is a student-run
[nd financed non-profit organitation which will gain support
tom member campuses, and
brough a four dollar per year
~er student donation from each
,f the campuses, will be able to
[ire a full-time staff of approxilately 40 persons to represent
'he concents of the public,.ac"o0ding to originator Ralph
Vader.
.The project has been widely
accepted thus far, and Don Ross,
i "Nader's Raider" who traveled
lo MIT last week in hopes of
timuli/ting interest in Eastern
tlassachusetts, says that in 22
rtates, 26 to 28 groups have now
arganized PIRG centers.
The goals of the PIRG groups
Fe that through research, testinony before Senate and governIental hearings, litigation partiIipation, and dissemination of
haterial to the public, the group
Sill play an advocacy role in the
,ilblic interest.

petitioning administrations of
the respective schools to permit
tuition to be increased $2 per
term per student, and that the
resultant added revenue be turned over to MASS PIRG EAST.
However, the action must first
meet the approval of the student
body, and any student who feels
opposed to such an action on
any grounds may receive a refund of the $4 per year.
Ross said that he has found
that although most of the
schools which he visits (he had
been to 33 schools in four days)
have student bodies which claim
to be "the most apathetic students you'll find" when the issues of PIRG membership is put
to the vote, there is a tremendous rate of acceptance of the
idea.
Ross emphatically stated that
the main goal of the MASS
PIRG EAST was not to simply
collect money from the big
schools, which he noted as being
MIT and Harvard, but the PIRG
operation could continue into
the school itself, with students
and faculty doing PIRG research, with funding being supplied from the fees which are
collected. He speculated' that
MASS PIRG EAST could result
i "New England becoming the
center of action" for the nation.
I-n-a press conference last
week, Nader appeared in Boston
to boost the PIRG effort, which
Ross said would be completely
divested Of Nader association

!ASS

when organized.-

1

To support the activities of

PIRG EAST, schools in

'he Greater Boston area are now

MIT(stchlns
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items covered by these public issue before the Committee,
By Norman Sandler
The General Motors proxy interest proposals ranged from whose membership involves a
fight of April, 1970, which safer products to minority hir- wide range of opinions on what
brought confrontation between ing,and the object of the fight the social reponsibiliity is.
Some of the thoughts of
students, faculty, and members was to persuade large institumembers
of the Committee were
tions
owning
GM
stock
to
use
of the Corporation Joint Advithat
social
responsibility should
their
strong
influence
-(in
the
sory Committee(CJAC) on what
be
judged
on
the particular corto do with the lnstitute's vast form of proxy votes) to insure
poration's
actions
toward pollustockholdings may be long gone thatthe measures passed.
tion,
product
quality
and safety
and forgotten, btit the same
The fight involved a group (a major issue during the GM
underlying question of
the organized by Ralph Nader, thecontroversy),, and the hiring
proxy fight has again arisen Project
on
Corporate
Responsipolicy towards members of
how can MIT effectively manipjbility,
on
a
national
level,
as
well
minority groups. There were
ulate -its holdings in over I 00
as
"Campaign
GM,"
an
MIT
stucorporations as to best serve the dent group which lobbied CJAC however, political topics which
will surely be considered, such as
public interest.
and laterthe Corporatlon Exec~u- the role a corporation plays in
The inherent controversy is tive Committee for at least development of the inner-city
known to management and partialsupport ofNader's efforts and the controversial, and very
stockholders as "corporate re- by MIT's 290,000 shares ofGM
touchy,- subject of business relasponsibility," the responsibility stock.
tionswith the Republic of South
a large corporation has to the
Africa,
whose discriminating
This year's examination of
interests and/or needs of the
policy
of
"apartheid" has led
MIT's stockholdings and the ingeneral public.
many
companies
to re-examine
fluence of those holdings is beThe involvement with this ing done through the Advisory their level of trade with that
question which the MIT Corpor- Committee on Shareholder Re- country.
ation is examining is whether a sponsibility, members of the
The Advisory Committee has
stockholder, as the theoretical Corporation and others interdiscussed
all these topics to
owner of a corporation, can ested in the n-atter who in the
some
extent,
but must establish
initiate a sense of corporate re- next few months will determine
a
concrete
list
of corporate
sponsibility through the sheer MIT's responsibility and position
priorities
as
well
as a set of
power of its many votes in mat- in the promotion of social restandards
for
evaluation
of a
ters concerning the company sponsibility.
corporation's
steps
in
these
areas
which arise at the annual meetA
meeting
of
the
Committee
within the next few months,
ing.
on Thursday afternoon included before the long "proxy-battle
The GM-Nader controversy in
i970 attempted to do just this comments froni Professor Dan and annual meeting" season conon quite a large scale. At that Fenn of the ]Harvard Business venes.
time, a number of "public inter- School, speaking in an advisory
It is apparent that the Comrole to the group, who outlined mittee has come to at least the
est" proposals were to be voted
upon by GM stockholders at the the Committee's major objec- preliminary conclusion that M1T
company's
annualorsmeeting. The tives as" . . . building social eval- must promote corporate and
Si
uation into an effective invest-. social responsibility in some
meent portfolio" as well as a form, through its wide interests
determination of what social re- in a large number of corporaactually encom- tions, although tee set and level
' SuRD~rA sponsibility
passes, as far as MIT is con- of "corporate priorities" has not
yet been created or decided
cem
leed.
upon.
(Please turn to page 3)
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Don Ross
Photo by Dave Tenenbaum

a number of college campuses in
the Greater Boston area, including Wellesley, Simmons, Harvard, and now at MIT
.
He was careful to emphasize
that the PIRG would be able to
present a continual effort, unlike
previous student efforts, which
as Ross pointed out while at
MIT, seem to dissolve at breaks
in the academic year.
"We have learned the lessons
of the sixties," Nader said, noting the awareness on the part of
students of the impact of the
systematic approach, such as
PIRG.
He continued to emphasize
the importance of the trend toward "clinical education," which
will be promoted through MASS
PIRG EAST. He noted the
work-study programs and con-

tinual research programs, with
which the schools and the efNader told reporters that or- forts of MASS PIRG EAST may
ganization has already begun on become coordinated.

pacemnent
By Sandy Yulke
The Women's Forum, which
proved so successful during IAP,
had its first regular term meeting
this past Monday. The topic
discussed was "Employment Opportunities for Women," the
guest speaker being Mr. Robert
K. Weatherall, Director of Placement. Weatherall provided some
interesting data, and tried to
make some suggestions as to
how women can try to get better
jobs. In particular, he mentioned
ways in which women can
"make" better jobs for themselves.
To begin with, he recommended that, at the college level,
women not major in liberal arts,
for they will then end up as
frustrated secretaries (this problem has previously been mentioned by many secretaries at
MIT who are in exactly this
position). Instead, Weatherall
continued, women should go
into technical fields, where they
have a better chance of both
employment and advancement.
He said that in his office, which
deals with the placement of MIT
alumni, that the women had not
had much trouble in getting
jobs; i.e., it is now in vogue to
hire women, and MIT aluranae

are benefitting from it. This is
not to say that there is no longer
any discrimination in the job
market; in fact, one MIT alumina
is now the subject of a class
action by the Massachusetts
Commission Against Discrimination.
If a woman does end up as a
secretary or in some other similar position, he recommended
that she try to improve her job
herself; she should take more
responsibility and initiative, and
try to develop her job into something better. He cited examples
of women who have succeeded
in real estate, advertising and
invest ments, professions for
which "women's intuition" is
supposed to make them especially suited.
In preparing his presentation
for the Forum, Weatherall noted
that he had experienced great
difficulties in gathering statistics.
Two major sources of information about college gradusates in

the job market, studies by the
National Academy of Science
and the Department of Health,
Education and Welfar e , failed to

list women in their indexes except under the category of
"wives."
{Please turn to page 3]
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By lhn Moody
Baker House will hold a
house meeting to consider resigning from thke Dormitory
Council (Dormcon), the group
that officially represents the
dormitory system in dealing
with the Institute. A petition,
manditorially calling the house
meeting, was presented to House
President Mark Mitchell last
Thursday, carrying the necessary
thirty signatures.
The controversy has arisen
over the Rate Review Committee, now in the process of
reviewing the question of how to
meet the rising costs of HIT
campus housing. A group of
Baker students feel that their
interests are not adequately represented on the committee,
which now consists of PhBllp
Stoddard, Institute Vice-president in charge of Operations, his
assistant, Larry BishoffE, Howard
Miller, Director of Housing, his
replacement, Euguene Brammer,

that representation on Dormcon
"can only hurt us." Aidala,
while admitting that he didn't
know what it was like to live in
Baker, made it clear that Baker
,5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
will not get the short end of the
e~:, ~~~~~~~~~~~r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Poo
deal, and stated that "the comdecipolicy
mittee is making
sions."
Wilson, Dormcon Chairman,
stated that '"Baker will not be
able to redress any grievances by
resigning." He said that one of
the conditions for student representation was that there be only
flexes" which persist in spite of
{Continued from page I1
four, therefore making it imposscientific proof that they are
sibole for every dorm to be repre- with a little poem he had
wrong. For example, we still see
sented.
written:
the sun as going up and down,
Professor M.N. Taksoz, Baker
"Environment to me must be
though we know that it-is just an
faculty resident, said "It would
Everything that isn't me.
effect of the earth's rotation. It
Universe to me must be
be a shame if Baker resigns from
Dormcon," because "in the long
All that's me and isn't me!" is possible now, he stated, to
provide fox everyone on the
Essentially, synergy has to do
run, a committee is stronger if it
earth at a high standard of living.
represents the entire dormitory with aspects of the behavior of a
The logistics could be resolved
system." Beals sees the problem system which cannot be preby 1985, but first men must get
as a "Black of understanding," dicted from the nature of the
of their conditioned reflexes
rid
and said that "getting off borm- parts. Several examples were
them this is not possible.
telling
from the given, among them that nothing
con is only running
stressed that man must
He
Art Beals, also of the Housing problem."
about an atom says there will be
world view in order to
a
take
Office, Deans Richard Sorenson
The Rent Review Committee molecules, and nothing about a
solve these problems, as that
and Kenneth Browning, and four has had three nmeetings during molecule says there can be
idea of "synergy" cropped up
student representatives, George the past two weeks, and hopes protoplasma.
The reason man
again and again. Industrialization
of
Chairman
Execom
Phillies,
to make its report to Dormcon rebels at this idea, Fuller conhas made the worldwide scale
Ashdown representing the gradu- and the public sometime within tended, is because he refuses to
the smallest.on which the probate students, Marcia Keyes,. the next three weeks. According admit that he cannot explain
lems can be successfully tackled.
President of McCormick, repre- to Stoddard, the committee's everything
senting women students, Paul job is to determine exactly what
However, he warned, Politicians
Next, he examined our educaAidala, President of MacGregor, the costs of running the housing tional system. He criticized it for
Vrepresenting the West Campus systemn are, to examine the in- teaching us to deduce the whole
dorms, and Mike Wilson from creases, explore ways of cutting from the parts, rather than the
East Campus, Chairman of costs, and finally to work out a other 'way around. Another
Dormcon, and representing the formula to distribute equitably weakness he saw was teaching
East Campus dorms. All parties the rents across campus, this last about perfect planes, solids,
expressed satisfaction that stu- task being the most difficult.
spheres, etc., "when physics tells
AUTHORiZED DEALER
dents have been involved "fromn
According to Beals, cost in- us there are only waves."' le said
SERViCE
the word go," as Browning put creases for the past six or seven he was- led to his discovery of
SALES - PARTS
it.
years have been averaged, and the geodesic dome by considerEUROPEAN DELIVERY SPECIALISTS
The Baker group feels that added equally to all the rents, ing a "physical" sphere (all
WE MAJOR IN PERFECT SERVICE
"there is no way that someone thus resulting, for example, in a points approximately the same
fronm MacGregor can anticipate $45 increase last year in every distance from the center), rather
the problems that Baker has,"
iEXT TO RAYI"O'C'S
rent. This process has, unfor- than the abstract, perfect, mathClE BLOCK FRO;0 RTE. 128
and that Baker has "nothing in tunately, somewhat destroyed ematical version.
common with other dorns the percentag e ratio differentials
8.5 PRVIDENCE MY
Man, according to FullerL has
except that we are on the West
-39110
RTE. 1, DEDHM
"unintelligent conditioned - re(Please turn to page 3]
aL.-._-Campus." The group also feels
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cannot do it, because confict
the essence of politics. Thus
politicians cannot end conflict.
'Rather, there is a new genera-

tion coming which grew up with
technology and has much more
awareness of its power. They are
convinced the world will worck,
and, said Fuller, they are right.
Our three greatest resources axe
youth, the spontaneous truth
that children dome out with
before they are told it is not
always polite, and what Fuller
called "the greatest synergy I
know - love." If we dare to use[
these resources, he concluded,[
we can have peace.
F.
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AND EWHILGT THE KIGHT PONPERETH,
THE DRAGON RECEDETH, PROVING ONCE
AGAIN THE OLD ADAGE THAT TO BE
A KING, ONE MUlST FIRST BE A FOOLE.
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i'gn fs now mzderwy mn the
Flmae

this yeaei Presid nti elec~n tieade by a non-p-ti~

the states, no uniform set of
reulahtions can be distributed.

ap [movm- as The Student

Ma

orgn

chusetts,

as

well

as

other states with a reasonably
ton, -- hi
is Spearhedin
high number of college students
~srt vote
oeg,_t/on dffves eligible to vote, has been exoughout thecon try h gh' temely vague in establishing a
iion'al coordin-atom
set of voting requirements in the
The tk-off for the B;os
past, although through decisions
:a was $Saturday,, when
~dent Voyte spenomoi a four-, of Attorney General Robert
ur sedes of speakers ann Quinn's office,, a uniform set of
rrkshops ainedi at educa g ~ruale has now been decided upon

for the question of requirements
for students to vote in Massachusetts in the April 25 Massachu-

.unteez of election and Voti~

ulations as, we as keeping
m aware of ne plas and
~as for
mobile
.
oug dor--tondoor n
pho,-e

C

r

add

9

setts Presidential pary
and
the November Presidential election.

Ong
m

'rber of other plans ofu stm-

2

spomsibility in itself represents a

bility ..

many persons involved wiha tae

Executive

M!T Corporation's investments
and investment decisions, including a report to the Corporation
Executive Committee from last
year's Subcommittee on Proxy
Issues, which stated in part "The

Corporation, who wil again decide the role that MIT will play
in the future in promoting social
responsfifity -n the corporations in MIT's investment portfolio.

ru
'

OU:Lng

Cowmmritee

of

El

m

n

"

Kenneth Germeshausen, Presmajor issue of policy facing the
MIT Corporation, if affamed by ident of EG&G, one of the
the rest of its 86 members. Wnen original members of the proxy
this is tmally settled, it will be subcommittee, and a member of
even more imporant for the the Advisory Committee, states
Corporation to deckide exactly that he is "very concerned"
how much fancial risk-MIT can about the issue of MIT's rolein
and should take inthe name of the p0moon o cor
te re
sponsibi/lity. He recommends
socal respon.ibiflty.
tn a report wh/ich was dione that when
;. it comes time for the
last summer at the request of
socal andit" of the corHoward Johnson, thenPresident porations
involved, that the acf the Inflitute anld now Cair- compEshments of the company,
mam of the Corporation, on and mot, simply the promises,
"Uversity Investment and Cor- such as the number of Afmaporate Responsibility," Profes- tive Action Plans for hiring, be
sor EdwardH.Bow
man ofl
of te
Edaward
H. Bowman
the evaluated. He warned "somecity or town for that same rmr
Sloan School of Management thingg's going to go wrong badly
length of time for municipal
warned. te Advisory Committee if we' don't pay attention to
elections, and you have resided
responsibility."
on
Investment of "over-involve- social
Profe
FJones, of
in Massachusetts 29 days before
meal in extemnally-aimed activi'r
a Presidential election.
ties," as far as MIT is concerned, the
epartment of Ur
while
promoting
the
idea
of
Studies
and an MIT Community
On the issue of the age-old
residency requirement, it should MIT's becoming involved in in- Fellow, reiterated Geresbe noted that the intent to stay termally (Le., educational) aimed--hausen's sentiments in criticizing
ce<rta/a -crporations of making
clause which was used so exten- activities. great
pledges of assistance for
sively last year, saying that you
a businessman thaa 0When ytzly problems such as the cities, but
must admit never to leave the
following up their
state, has changed sifce then. I the umiversity I cal manage the not
pledges with any type of action.
According to a recent decision university, then come and tell us
he thn
at's damnig
by the Attorney General's Of- hov to manage business," and Jones xemarked, "is their [corfioe, a student may vote in the also
Sthestatement of Demo- porations] 'foot-dragng' -- that
community' he attends school,
cratic Senator Lf-- Metcalf F *ther kas been no action on any
assuming he maintains a "domi- Montana, who in a speech to the of e topics discused except
cile" there.
Senatsd, "Univerity leader- posly pilution."
bijp in this area [corporate The Advisory Committee on
For those students who plan
sponsibflity]
could
encogemag.
to vote in Boston or Cambridge
Shareholder Responsibility will
other institutions
to examine continue to meet in meetings
this year, time is of the essence,
more closely the behavor of open -t the IT
ommunity
as Tegistration deadline for the
corporations in which ty o
uni conclsions re teached on
Presidential preference primary
is March 25. Registration is now
stack
--. . "some
of the far-reaching issues
This latler statement by currently before them. when
in progress for the upcoming
elections, and you may register Metcalf echos the opinions of their report win again go to the

The registration (and also voting requhnements) which you
'. AitIkg .aimed at the 18-24 mustfulaffiB to vote in Massachuar od votre The $StmdentYote setts ar that you are a citizen of to vote at the city hall of the
also soi'~Oh asstauce from the United States, you are at city in which you maintain your
.5ott othr groups., imieSimg least 15 years old by election domicile. It should be noted that
,or grou.sand the League of day, you have been a resident of some registration clerks are diffiMassachusetts for six months be- cult to convince, so it would be
!The matiora office Of Ikhe- fore a state or national election advisable to take along some
0,'aniz-ad-br is. suppl[34~ig loa
or of a particular Massachusetts proof of residence, age, etc.
Bkc

Executive Committee has a responsibility to decide on proxy
resolutions 'involving public
policy and social responsi-

ed

t~~~~~~~~~~~~

egistion -drives within the
aral, however, since voting laws
and requirements differ within

eater Bestoft area to r.ster

tea. a Wahilgom bad

arm'i

and regional groups with all
ne ay asistance in creating

iented cam-

? Dpfe ta, vote in bot

s

(Continuedfrom pageI)
This consensus of opinon regarding whether or not MIT
should consider corporate re-

their education has been on a
(Contirmed{from page 1)
The big factor in the prob- part-time and night-time basis.
both a fixed and a variable basis. lems of women in the job mar- and unfortunately, the academic
ket is chidren. Weatheral world is now frowning on patitweert dotres. T"-s expt
Tre filed costswould be divided
present
mneqaifes h
.dis- up eeuafy througout the sys- pointed out that if women take time degrees, and therefore,
Os the Bak<er residents- The tem w-ith certain adjustments time off from their careens to schools are disconfinuing thek
based on thfe quadity of each have children, they become progams. In fact, there is Mow
::er group fiees tt
part o
iir rent should neot b1e used to dorre. The variable costs, sucli as somewhat out of touch with only one law school in the Boskne tie buildng and upkReep utffiiies, would be divided up their field, and therefore en- ton area that offers a par-time
counter difficulty and dis- law degree.
te
newer dorms (M
-or- accordtng to each dorm's usage.
couragemeni
when they try to
Weatherall finished by saying
¢k, Macregor. amne Burton)- Th.e doms were divided into
return.
Also,
a
very
important
t
ha
t t he opporlunities for
IJer the present system, not four levels of quaity, with
women
were looking up, but
way
for
women
to
continue
4ludir~ Rou tax, the arerge Senior House being the lowest,
folowed by Ashdown, East
*er rarn cosmt S662 a Fear,
0 a om zab[e on room: Campus, and Baker, followed by
kh a, the modiem coave~ MacGregor, and withMicCor}~ces, ad faciitie s that BaLer mick and Burton being at the

ake

f
that there

would have to be

many changes in society (more
part-lime jobs, and greater flexibility inthe workingday) before
it wo-ud be possible for women
not to have to make great sacrifices in order to pursue their
careers, and even then be given

an event break.
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if you think all condoms are alike,
send ftr our illustrated brocJure
which describes the different

top of the list. The tentative

Pre per Year~
otk BEoxv

ad E

em-

SizecE that the co-mmitee
!1t d some'tiro
S rent
[uity

to crmct.
Ai;a ex-
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* Applicaions for the Urban Legal Services Program (ULSP) Planning Board are
available in the Urban Action office,
V20473, and are due Wednesday, Feb. 16.
Call x2894 if you have any questions.

Lettes to

Secoid-class postage paid at Boston,
Massachusetts. The Tech is published twice
a week during the college year, except
doX/ng college vacations, and once.during
the first week in August, by 77e .Tech,
Room W20-483, MIT Student Center, 84
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. Telephone: (617) 864-6900
ext. 2731 or 1541.

[NOTES _
,_....

* There will be a meeting for all candidates for UAP, UAVP, the Executive Committee of the Undergraduate Association,
and all class offices Tuesday night (Feb. 15)
at 7:30 in the Undewrgraduate Association
office (4th floor of the Student Center).
* General meeting for all premedical students to discuss the Premediae Advisory
Program on Tuesday, February I5, at 5:00
p.mn. in 10-250.

* A lecture-concert on Navajo Indian
music and dance, given by Douglas Mitchel
of Wesleyan University will be held Tuesday, Feb. 15, 8:00 pro, irn the Sala de Puerto
Rico.

* Alpha Phi Omega. will hold an open
meeting for students interested in leaning
about our chapter and its service program.
Refreshments served after the meeting. Wednesdayr, Feb. 23 at 7:30 pm in the Mezzanine
Lounge of the Student Center.
* Help build MIT support for MASS PIRG
(Public interest Research Group) EAST, a
Nader-type, fulltime, professional staff representing, sponsored and directed by, and
working with college students throughout
Eastern Massachusetts. MASS PIRG EAST,
will engage in research, lobbying, public
education, and supervision of student/faculty projects concernig public interest
problems such as job discrimination and
safety, consumer products, .law, government, and the environment. Organizers are
needed NOW to interact with students,
faculty, administrators, staff, and
representatives of other area schools to
assure a significant role for MIT in the
formation of Miass PiRG East. Meeting:
Wednesday, Feb. 16, 3 pm in the Bush
Room (10-105), or call Greg Williams,
x2212 leave your name and number if I'm

* MIeeting for everyone intereteed in gro*Ving plants. We will discuss the formation of
a plant club, and the organization of plantrelated activities at MUI. Wednesday, Feb.
16, 7:30 pm in Student Center room 491. If
you are interested but cannot attend, call
Howard Hutchi'is, d] 8-755 or x3261.
* There' will be a nmeeting of anyone
interested in Kaleidoscope, Thursday",
-L17/t2, at 7:30 pm in room 400 of the
Student Center. Students, faculty, Staff, and
employees welcome.
* CAC open meeting Feb. 17, 7:30 pm in
the Bush Room: discussion of Northgate
and agenda for remainder of the year.
* Spaces are now available in Group I
(9-12, MWF, Westgate) of the Technology
Nursery School. For information please call
Jessie Davies, 491-3634.

I
I

The biomedical engineers at Boston
University Medical Center would like to talk
to
students
about
possible
projects.
Currently this group is tackling: computer

monitoring of the critically ill in a fail-safe
manner, signal processing of clinically
oriented data, telemnetry and on-line signal
processing
by
mnini-computer,
and
interactive programming development for
diagnosis
and retrieval.
For
more
information,
please call or
visit D.
Burmaster, x4849, 2OC-231.
Students interested in a research opportunity at the MIT Research Reactor in
nuclear reactor engineering and physics,
environmental problems of electrical power

production, and/or fluid mechanics, should
contact Professor Michael W. Golay, Room
NW13-222, x5824.
The MIT Press has an IMLAC Computer and
display system simila to those within the
Cambridge Project and the Architecture
Machine Group. Students interested in joining a possible reseachl project there should
contact Prof. Nicholas Negreponte, room
9-518, x5960.
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On t he ai
By Lee Giguece-The discussion of the continuaation of
Freshman Pass/lFail, and the initiation of
a Pass/No-Record grading system, slated
for tomorrow's faculty meeting, may well
be overshadowed by the subsidiary issue
of "unofficial" grades. Yet, while the
problem posed by demands for "unofficial" grades from freshman subjects is
grave, it is important that it not be
allowed to overshadow discussion of the
merits (as well as the other problems) of
Pass/Fail.
In spite of the fact that the demands
of medical schools for grades seems to
jeopardize the integrity of Pass/Fail, this
question is only part of the whole range
of concerns that the Pass/Fail and
Pass/No-Record proposals raise. What the
Committee on Evaluation of Freshman
Performance is trying to deal with, it
seems, is more than the question of the
role of Pass/Fail in easing the adjustment
of incoming freshmen to MIT. The heart
of their arguments is that the grading
system must be made to reflect, ever
more accurately, the reality of the educational system it serves. The underlying
pressure for the proposal of a No-Recsrd
system appears to flow from this desire to
reflect, in a more accurate way, the
reality of how MIT students conduct
themselves.
For example, -the CEFP points out
that most students are now able to
circumvent failing gades by dropping
troublesome subjects late in the term No-Record would simply recognize this,
while making the administrative procedures less cumbersome for the student.
At the same time, they defend the present procedures foT dropping subjects,
noting: "We recognize the advantages of
having administrati/e records reflect
reality as nearly as possible." The signs
that they are concerned with the relationship of grading systems to the overall
educational reality is cear-.
Further, the CEFP's frequent statement that the freshman year should be
treated as something special is only half
of the argument for Freshman Pass/Fail.
What is implied is the connection that
since the year is different, the grading
system should reflect the reality of this
difference.

Lee Giguere '73, Editor-in-Chief
Len Tower Jr. '73 Business Manager
Sandra Cohen '73. Managing Editor
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To the Editor:
Sandra Cohen's report of the February
7 meeting of CEFP (The Tech, Feb. 8)
has evoked fears among many students;
among many preparing to enter medical
school - fears that the suppression of
"hidden grades" could impair their
chances for admission - and fears among
the advocates of true passlfail that the
mere existence of -hidden grades, and
unquestionably their use, would undermine such a system.
The Preprofessional Advising Office,
with which I have been working closely,
has been preparing a manual to serve as
an aid to the medical school applicant,
and also as a guide to the Premedical
Advisory Council, composed of 24 faculty, administrative and medical people. As
soon as we became aware of the report of
the CEFP we began to work closely with
them Ln an effort to include in the
manual a plan that would, insofar as
possible and until a better plan becomes
available, allay both fears. Its logistics are
as yet to be worked out. Until official
action dictates a modification we propose
to include the following statement in the
manual:
Pass/Fail
Freshman year at MIT is all pass/fail.
Some medical schools prefer letter grades
or instructors' evaluations to pass/fail
grades in specific medical school entrance
requirements - particularly in biology
and chemistry. You are advised to arrange
for some kind of evaluation of your
pass/fail. The .mstructors' comments on
the Freshman Evaluation Forims ae often
inadequate. Ask your instructor to make
his evaluation at the end of the semester
in which you took the course - when he
is best able to do it rather than two or
three years later at which time he may
have forgotten you or have left the
Institute. You should be aware that some
subjects may not be organized oT taught
in a way that provides the instructors
with sufficient information to supply a

. ...

I"

.
The fundamental question thatseemsns
to be most on the minds of CEFP
members is: "Do grades really reflect
learning?" While the guestion is not
raised in their report, which tries to
justify its proposals largely with pragmatic arguments, it seems that it is
fundamental to the whole question of
Pass/Fail vs. ABCDF grading.
The critical, validating assumption behind a quantitative grading system is that
learning can be quantizied, and that the
rate of absorbtion of these quanta bystudents can be, so to speak, measured. If
knowledge cannot be broken down into
discrete, transmitable units, the system
breaks down. Further, if there is no reaily
accurate way of measuring the knowledge
that students are acquiring, the system
breaks down. In either case, of course,
grades become meaningless because they
are separated from1 reaaty.
In what sense is knowledge quantifiable? Traditionally, a course syllabus consisted of a series of well-defined ideas that
the instructor chose to transmit to his
students. In an engineering 'or science
course these might be formulae describing
physical events, in philosophy they might
be certain rules of logic, and in history
they might be a series of dates and events.
But even in the sciences, the trend
seems to be away from the transmission
of certain facts towards the acquisition
by the pupil of certain techniques. Techniques, however, cannot be memorized
the way facts can; to be really useful,

they must be assimilated. The student, in
effect, must take up the techniques and
make them uniquely "his," internalizing
them so that they can be used quickly
and easily. This means that teaching is no
longer simply a matter of transmitting a
well-defimed body of information; it becomes a much harder task: to encoirage
the student to think and reason productively for himself.

However, once learning takes on this
form, it becomes much harder to determine whether the student has "learned"
it. -If teaching is viewed simply as the
trarnsmission of a body of information, it
is a simple matter to determine whether

the student ias, memorized that body 9~
material But if teaching is looked on a
the inclucation of a body-of fechnique.or skills, there is no way of determniLng,
with certainty, whether:the
se skills have
been internalized. Questions that test:th~
application of techniques, to a body 0o
data, whether the data is physical oi
historical, for example, are much harder
to construct than questions which deter
mine the mere acquisition of the same
data. For example, if the data used for L
"test" are too similar to those used it
examples, the test no longer measures th{
acquisition of general techniques but o0
very specific ones. The problem is comr
plicated by the fact that if techniques art
really general, for example, if they
attempt to explain the effects of maw
transportation on a city, they may not.
even if properly acquired, always lead to
the same conclusions. Testing becomes
nearly impossible task.
The result of this is, of course, tha'
quantitative grades are separated from
quantitative reality. In order to make"
them work, artificial systems are devised"
But often enough, what happens is that
the grades measure, not any real learningI
but the ability to deal with the artificial
grade-assigning
system. The grades ni
longer reflect anything real.
Freshman Pass/Fail, with its denial ok
quantified evaluations, is an attempt t~
make the grading system more meaning~
ful by inaking it represent an evaluatiog
of real learning rather than facility with
an .artificial system. Meaningful evaluza
tions between students and teachers seen
-to be better encouraged by the qualitativ
measures that the CEFP's proposal pro0
motes. Quantitative grades reflect not th~
internal reality of the educational system[
but demands imposed on it by outsid
agencies (like medical schools, for exam/!
ple) who need a way of ranking peopla
easily but are not necessarily concerne
with determining what they've internat
ized.
If grades are to reflect the education
system they serve (and presumably tha
means the system they are part of), th~

merits of Pass/No-Record seem to fat
outweigh those of a quantified ABCDi
system.

.2re Iec
letter grade, and that the instructor may
feel, further, that the supplying of a letter
grade is incompatible with the pass/fail
spirit of the course.
Inform your premedical advisor about
your first year experience at MIIT. Arrange for the Preprofessional Advising
Office or other designated center to
provide him with any evaluations that
may havre been supplied by instructors.
Show him your Freshman Evaluation
forms so that he can incorporate perti-

nent conmments in pass/fail graded courses
in the letter of reference that he will
write for the committee to be sent on to
medical schools to which you apply.
Bernard S. Gould
Chairman, PTemedical
Advisory Council
An open letter to Benson Snyder:
We are writing to you because we are
concerned about the employee grievance
procedures of hM.I.T., both in general and
in the specific case of Valda Maeda. We
have read the outline of these procedures
given in the Tech Talkc of Janulary 19 and
we have talked to Reay Freve, Valda
Maeda, Henry Millon, Larry Susskind,and
others, about the Maeda Case. This has
led us to the opinions we express here.
We note that the policies described in the
Tech Talk refer only to grievances involving claims of racial or sexual discrimination but we feel any such policy
must also cover political discrimination.
We understand that the library directors
also recognize the Xlack of any such
procedures for their professional personnel.
Our main general concern is that such
grievance procedures should contain possibilities of an open hearing for the
employee involved. if the employee so
wishes. We believe no policy is fair, nor
can be considered to have any objectivity,
whlch does not permit this. It is essential
that the employee be able to answeraccusations and to confront his or her
accusers. The present M.I.T. policy, as

outlined in Tech Talk, fails to do this.
only involves shifting the case from onr
administrator to another. Since ad mi
strators naturally tend to support eac
other and all are in the employ of M.I.T~
this seems obviously unfair to the e?
ployee. Wte recognize many possible difkficulties with an open hearings procedun
but none as important as the unfairne
of the present system. In this system th
jury and the prosecutor are really one an
the same.
In the case of Vaida Maeda we sped
fically urge such a hearing. We ask thl
both for the general principles state
above.and because of our state of min
after speaking about the case with th
people mentioned above. There al
various intertwining strands to this ca.
and each conversation brings up poin
that require going back to a previo
informant. We see no way that we pe
sonally can be satisfied that justice
being done without bringing together
the informatioln, and doing it openly.
There is one further point we mu
make about the Maeda case. The sun
mary firing of her seems unjustified, an
seems to have been done vengefully in
moment of anger. We plead that she
paid her salary to her termination date i
July, regardless of the outcome. But
saying this we do not mean to imply th
this alone would be a satisfactory sol
tion. Terminating her contract in Jul
seems unjustified until the case again,
her has been demonstrated openly.
We urge you to take action quickly o
this matter. In fact, we are so concerne
about it that we are considering raising
at the next faculty meeting. We woul
also appreciate knowing your response t
our suggestions.
Warren Ambro
Willianm Watsoj

(,The preceding letter to Dean Snyde
dated-January26, 1972, wasgiven to TI~:
Tech by Professors Ambrose and Wlatso

- Editor)
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By Everett Bogen
sor of Economics and Political

mendation to the faculty of a proposal to
meet the problem.
nce Everett Hagen is chairman ofthe
Among the important purposes of the
rmitte on EvlMuation of Freshman Pass/Fail system are to free the student to
formance which is reporting to the concentrate on subjects of greatest
]uty Wednesday.)
interest to him, to "bunch up" his work
The understandabledesire
of _some when'a specific topic excites him, and to
ical schools to have applicants show explore a greater variety of subjects as a
er grades in some subjects normally
freshman than he would feel free to if he
en in the freshman year by M.I.T. were Worrying about a grade point averdents conflicts with the intent and age: in short, to concentrate on education
ose of the freshman PasslFail (or rather than grades. Many students state
/No Record)- system. The problem
that the system has served these purposes.
arisen rather suddenly. The Commit- On the other hand, medical schools are
on the Evaluation of Freshman Per- faced with numbers of applications often
mance does not now have the informa- twenty and in some instances perhaps
on which to base a firm recom- fifty times as large as the number of
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.e Student Committee on Educational

F.icy, chaired by Peter Messea, has
pared the following two-part statent in anticipation of the-discussion of
hman Pass/Failat tomorrows facuzlty
eting. -Editor}

tout modificationz except as noted
tv. We have reached our decision no
iuch on the empirical evidence,. which
have already Indicated is weak, but
n our own personal experiences and
es as to what an education should be.
feel confident that the overwhelming
nrity of our fellow students would
'ur. We chose not to explicitly state
arguments, since this would amount
restatement of the insights presented

te CEFP report and what is common
vledge.
he ease with which we considered

I
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students they can accept. Many of them
may Uise grade point averages as an initial
(or even a final) screening device, and
may especially weigh grades in certain
subjects in Biology and Chemistry.
The knowledge that letter grades in
some freshman subjects, or the bases for
computing them, were being kept by
instructors and would be transmitted to
medical schools would, in the judgment
of CEFP members, seriously impair the
Pass/Fail system for freshmen who were
not sure they would later be applying
to meaical schools, by causing them to
revert to "Cram for that quiz," "Get a
good score on that homework set," etc.
even though their intellectual interests at

tudenf di cus :'o

pass-fail contrasts markedly with the difficulties posed by the issue of shadow
grades. We would have preferred to sidestep the issue, for informed opinion is
oeven more lacking here than with the
effects of pass-fail. But the recent article
in The Tech and the reality that medical
the faculty:
schools in some cases are demanding
JBecause the Student Committee on
some form of evaluation, if not grades,
~cationa Policy ,(SCEP) has been one
for certain freshmen courses makes some
the earliest and strongest supporters of
statement unavoidable.
hman pass-fail, we have reviewed the
Again as with the entire question of
r year trial this fall. We have read the
pass-fail,
it is true that data exists, but is
rments which the Committee on the
it
the
right
data? Are students at a
luation of Freshman Performance
disadvantage
if
they can not produce
FP) and the Freshman Advisory Courntheir freshman grades? What we have
(FAC) have used in their evaluation.
been told is that some schools, Johns
have also relied heavily on our own
Hopkins Medical School being the only
eriences and those of our fellow stuone narned, require grades in certain
ts. We would now like to share with
subjects, for example chemistry. It is
our observations and position on
quite
vague (except to those applying to
s-fail.
medical
school who seem to prefer to talk
Evaluation is still more an art than a
in
generalities
rather than specifics) as to
-nce. Consequently, an evaluation of
what
are
suitable
alternatives. Finally, the
evaluation, is not going to appeal'to
fact
that
medical
schools prefer grades
objective sensibility of most MIT
doesn't
necessarily
mean that students
ple. Yet such is the nature of evaluwill
be
put
at
a
statistical
disadvantage in
g freshman pass-fail. Try as one rmight
getting into medical school.
abricate conclusive documentation for
affects of pass-fail, the information
As an introduction to our statement
ilable can confirm only the weakest of
on shadow grades, let us point out that
otheses and these only with suspicion.
we are under-represented by medical
tomorrow the faculty will have to
students. Let us- remember than any
uss and probably vote on the continu- uniform grading system will of course
n of pass-fail. We hope the faculty
have differential effects, both positive
on one hand be tolerant of the
and negative, across the entire student
umstances aunder which the evaluation
population. Certainly freshmen glades
;urred and yet be critically aware of
must have been felt to have serious
limits of the empirical data. We would
detrimental effects upon the learning and
to illuminate the shortcomings we
the psychological well-being of many
found in the data:
freshmen. Therefore, we are aware that
|Though we have a rich supply of
our position might put some students in a
Statistically significant data, the quesdisadvantageous situation. But what positiolns asked are often peripheral to the
tion won't? We would certainly like to
issues at hand, thus making interpretaminimize the risks to all, but under the
tion of the data highly inferential and
circumstances, who could possibly
ambiguous.
produce such an analysis? Again the
2. There is no control group (due to
decision is mnore a matter of vested
ethical considerations) or parallel quesinterests and values than objectivity.
tionaire (due to oversight?) upon
Freshman pass-fail must be considered
which a conclusive experiment could
in
the totality of the freshman year. For
be conducted.
it
to
work, the freshman must be con3. Other changes at MIT, such as the
fident
that none of the work he does
political events of two and three years
.during
his
first year will be open for later
igo, and curriculum changes in the
scrutiny.
We
feel that the student is very
Lreshman year, may account for much
sensitive
to
this.
Even the slightest comff the change in atmosphere which
promise
of
this
positionwill
lead to a
nany have perceived to occur.
reordering
of
the
student's
work
in order
Rather than to dispell belief in the
to
maximnize
his
performance
in the
sibility of rational evaluation, we hope
courses
in
which
evaluations
are
kept
for
rnderscore the importance of personal
later purposes.
erience and values for this particular
e (and all evaluations). Despite the
SCEP assigns the highest priority to
ienc'y at MIT to shy away from
maintaining the integrity of the ungraded
jective criteria, all should realize that,
experience of the freshman year. We
mately, this is just what the decision
strongly urge that no shadow grades or
be based upon. Indeed is that not
written evaluations be kept of the
we rely on a vote to decide the
student's freshman performance after his
e?
first year. Let us emphasize that this
:he members of SCEP urge that the
requires a change in existing procedures.
lty vote to continue pass-fail as a
No formal method should exist to recon?anent part of the freshman year struct a grade. To lessen the risks, a
I
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statement should be placed in the catalogue appraising both the befefits and
risks of freshman pass-fail. MIT should
intercede on behalf of students, and
explain to graduate schools the importance to MIT of the freshman year.
SCEP's decision is based on the importance we place in maintaining the integrity of the goals of undergraduate education under the strain of external demands. Certainly, members of the faculty
and students might question whether this
particular issue is compromising the aims

of the undergraduate program. Maybe the
debate over this issue is not important.
But we cannot overemphasize that there
are real pressures, the medical school
admissions requirement in this case,
which have a corrupting influence on the
aims of undergraduate education. We
hope that there is a belief in the unique
role of undergraduate education which
both students and faculty are wiling to
defend.
The third major issue which will confront the faculty is changing the failing
grade to no-record. We urge that the
faculty vote to initiate a two year experiment, replacing the failing grade with no
.record in the freshman year as described
in the CEFP report. We also suggest that a
procedure be instated through which
both students and faculty could register
incidents-of abuse of no-record. .Students
and faculty should be able to submnit a
letter of complaint to the Cornmmittee on
Academic Performanace describing an alleged misuse. This procedure should be
specified in registration material sent to
freshmen for both semesters and letters
should be sent to all instructors with
similar information. Such a procedure,
should not be used to decide the validity
of the alleged grievance for a particular
case, rather it should become part of the
record for use in reviewing the entire trial
two years hence.
In closing, we strongly urge that the
faculty consider freshman pass-fail not an
end to grading reform, but rather a start
towards finding an evaluation and grading
scheme more to the benefit of both
students and faculty in all four years.
To the student:
The vote on the continuation of freshman pass-fail marks the first of a series of
votes to be put before the faculty whose
outcome will have considerable impact on
undergraduate education. Other issues -include the continuation of ESG and USSP,
and the recommendations of the Rogers'
Committee. It is the conviction of the
members of the SCEP that students
should play an active role in the continuing reform of MIT education. To this
end, we, as a group of students, have
voiced our position. But we also believe
that other students should state their
position. Most faculty are willing to hear
out the students before coming to a
decision. We feel that the most direct way
students can affect change at MIT is to
seek out their instructors and make their
opinions known on various issues of
educational policy.
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the time might otherwise draw their
energies elsewhere. Some members of
CEF? fear that the corrupting effect
might spread more widely. All members,'l
believe, recognize that the impairment of
the system .would be less than if letter
grades were kept .C.e-M, and used fo
other purposes as well.
The CEFP does not wish to recommend and, I am sure, the faculty does not
wish to adopt a procedure that would
injure the education or the professional
future of any student. If, in this case,
someone must be injured, what are the
possible choices?
1. Instructors or departmental offices
might keep either grades or the basis for
assigning grades or evaluations that are
close equivalents in Biology, Chemistry,
Mathematics, and Physics subjects, and
send them to any medical school at the
request of the student. No other use
whatever should be made of such records;
at this time no problem is anticipated

except with respect to medical schools.
Since it may be feared that some medical
schools will discriminate against students
who report only Pass in subjects of
special interest, without bothering to ask
the student to obtain evaluations, under
this system anxious students might ask
that letter grades be sent to all medical
schools, whether or not they had been
requested.
2. The same might be done, for grades
in Biology and Chemistry subjects only.
3. In order to prevent impairment of
the Pass/Fail system, M.I.T. might flatly
refuse to give letter grades in any subject,
relying on its prestige to offset in whole
or part the adverse effect on consideration by medical schools of applications
by M,.I.T.' stl'dents.
,
,oneomi tantly, entering freshmen who think that they may
wish to apply to medicalschool might be
advised to postpone Biology and Chemistry subjects until their sophomore year.
There might still be some adverse effect.
The policy would then have to be justified by the judgment that the beneficial
effect for many freshmen outweighed the
probable or possible adverse effect for a
much smaller number.
This, I suppose, is the solution which
most members of CEFP now favor. However, at the present time, no one at M.I.T.
knlows how serious the medical school
problem is. Almost our only firm knowledge is that some medical schools request, and apparently insist, that applicants obtain letter grades for certain
subjects. We also know that this year, for
the first tirne, a few CalTech students
applying to medical school have had
difficulty. CalTech has had freshman
Pass/Fail for seven or eight years without
any previous difficulty. We are told that

some medical schools simply assign grades
of B or C to all subjects for which a pass
grade is shown. We do not know whether
the report is correct, and if is, how
many schools do this. We do not know
how other medical schools handle applications in which Pass is shown for some
subjects (freshman or other), or for specified subjects of special interest.
The CEFP recommendation to the
faculty therefore is that a committee be
appointed by the President to investigate
the problem speedily and report a recornmendation to the faculty before the end
of this semester. The CEFP and the
Pre-Medical advisory Committee are
united in a desire to arrive at a solution
that will maximize the benefit to MV.I.T.

propose salm -

The CEFP's proposed changes in the wording
of Rules andRegualtions of the Faculty:
The only grades recorded by the Registrar for
freshman students shall be P, subject passed; F,
subject failed; or the temporary grades of I,
incomplete; 0, absent; or OX, absence satisfactorily explained, as described above.
No School, department or teaching subdivision
of a department shall keep any record of /rades
other than P, F, or temporary grades of a
student in any subject taken by him when a
freshman. During the trial period referred to in
the following paragraph, no School, department, or teaching subdivision of a department
shall keep a reord of grades of F for a student'
in any subject taken by him when a freshman.

Beginning in the first term 1972-I973, and
continuing for a trial period of four semesters,
the instructor in charge of any subject shall
report to the Registrar '"No Record" rather
than F for any freshman whose work does not
merit a grade of P and who is not receiving one
of the temporary grades described above. The
permament record rmnaintained by the Registrar
shall exclude any reference to subjects for
which the instructor has reported '"No Record."

It is the responsibility of each instructor to
provide each freshman student with meaningful
evaluation of his or her work. This should'not

be regarded as limited to the written comments
on evaluation forms.
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ARTS

Polanski'sMacbeth:
"steeped in blood".. .

8Dramnashop
A rm s a n d thstages
e Ma n
:i

'

..

"

Last fall in Harard Square the curtain
set-' on a run of &e Trial of the
ftonsville NiPne, a modern play discus-

g the
morality issues Iinvolved with
position
to the Vietnam Warl.
IThe
ouaction raised the question of possifies for presenting anti-war arguments
stage, and more or less demoLnsthe
r ated that
theatre could be an effective
hice for conveying such sentiments.
Last Thursday, MIT Dramashop
ened a two-week ran of an anti-war
y of a more historical vintage: George

rnard Slaw's Arms anrd the Man. Now
eissue becomes a bit more precise: is
eatrical comedy an effective way to
esent anti-war opinions? And for all the
tertainmefit value in this Shaw effort,
rwould have to decide that the answer
no.

Of course, it took some courage for an
g~shman to express any anti-war sentints at all in the late sO1800's. Britain
en
was at the height of her imperial
ry, the product of military effort.
lbet and- Sullivan got a lot of mileage
t of their satire of the military eslishment, but their musicals, conporaneous with Shaw's worka, did not
so far as to deride military effort itself.
w's blurring of his own anti-military
timnent with a heavy barrage of
medy is understandable, but we carn
regret that a number of his very fine
oughts couldn't have been more stark.

tells Sranoffs betlhdrothed, Raina,"are
born fools." When she prattles on about
the glories and heroics of leading a
cavalry charge, Bluntschli is quick to
correct her:
"The first one," she muses ecstatically,
"the bravest of the brave!"

Returns Blutnschli, "You

should see

the poor devil pulling at his horse."

"Why should he pul at is horse?"
"Because
it's nning
a
away with him,
of course: do you suppose the fellow
wants to get there before the others and
be killed?" Of such performances are
heroic legends recorded.
There are exceptions. Saranoff had
taken it upon himnself to charge
the
battery, without orders from his commanding officers. He had gone off to war
looking for a chance to' demonstate his
heroism. The professional observation:
"He did it like an operatic tenor. A
regular handsome feiow, with tflashing
eyes .and lovely mustache, shouting his
Continued on page 8

I

A Clockwork

Winston Smith, the hero of one of the
oldies-but-goodies of the sardonic-lookat-the-future genre, was employed by the
Ministry of Truth as a rewriter of history;

of the 600 at Balaclava

almost to shy away frsom the directorial
functions necessary to make these points.
He has the news of the slaughter of
MacDuffs family delivered to him in an
almost offhand manner, as if lhe were
afraid of slipping into a sophomnoric
melodrama (which MacDuff proceeds to
do, anyway), all of which serves only to
make a mockery of the crucial cinematic
and dramatic question of whether, indeed, "blood wil have blood."
Aside from moral considerations, and
neglecting the vapidity of the interpretation, credit must be given to the special
effects and, in general, the atmosphere
that Polanski has always been able to
create readily. With a few exceptions, all
the apparitions work well, and the representation of the witches is interesting, if a
bit novel. The scene where the witches
show Macbeth the succession of kings
from Banquo's line is particularly interesting; Polanski manages to convey a
truly nightmarish atmosphere without
resorting to psychedelia. But Polanski's
triumph, such as it is, lies in Macbeth's
battle-death scene, where he infuses a
terrible irony. No sooner has Macbeth
uttered the words, "-.. I will not yield/
to kiss the ground before young Malcom's
feet/ and to be baited with the rabble's
curse ... " than he is run through with
MacDuff's sword. He staggers up the
castle battlements, followed by MacDuff,
and finally falls to his knees. MacDuff
raises his sword, brings it down on Macbeth's neck, and the head topples to the
courtyard below, to fall at Malcom's feet
with the lips and eyes still moving convulsively. Macbeth's head is then impaled
on a sword and carried through the
crowd. There is a shot of the eyes on the
decapitated head, still open, and then
Polanski cuts to a view through Mlacbeth's
eyes, as if there were still some life left in
them. The effect is blood-chilling: we see
the soldiers crowding around and jeering,
but there is dead silence, except for a
distant, high-pitched whine. The view
fades, the sound cuts back in, and the
audience is suddenly brought back to the
life of the courtyard. But Shakespeare's
lines must then necessarily seem distant
from Polanski's modality of horror; perhaps the lesson to be learned is that such
cinematic techniques, however impressive, are simply not compatible witIx
traditional drama.
:::;:''-:':::..:::':
::-::-::David Searls -:.:-

but by no means art.)

Lemon

one wonders if his services might not be
useful to the press, for, ironically enrough,
ng the Crimean War, for example, on both the occasions they have had to
rred a tremendous display of patriotic review Stanley Kubrick's sardonic4ooksatiment at home in Britain. Arms and at-the-future, their critics hatre gone
¢Man has a remarkably, similar cav- astray on their first. tries, and some
charge - Shaw veils the comnparnipublications have printed second reviews
by setting the action within an of the films and pretended that their first
xperienced Bulgarian army, but the hadn't ever existed.
nt is crystal clear-.
The charge
The New York critics panned 2001,
magnificent, the talk of Bulgaria, but with only -one important exception,
cavalry escapes from a certain suicide Penelope Gilliat of the New Yorker ("I
y because the machine gun battery
think this must be some kind of great
y are charging was supplied with the film")- By the followna g week, seeing that
ang caliber ammunitiona.
And just as
something was wrong - audiences (worse,
French officer at Balaclava pointed
youthful audiences) seemed to worship
that the charge was magnificernt, but 'the movie, and out-of-town crtics were
certainly wasn't war, so has Shaw- laughing in print at the naivete of their
roduced a character, tempered by four- co s mo po litan counterparts - such
n years 'of service as a soldier of magazines as Time and INewsweek
une, to point out the foolishness and reviewed the film a second time.
0cy of charging machine guns with
The critics were ready for A
rses. The, officer leading the charge, Clockwork Orange. No mistakes here;
ius Saranoff, and the Swiss soldier, Newsweek and Satua:'ay Review placed
tain Bluntschli, axe Shaw's main Kubrick on their covers, the New YorkC
icles for developing the anti-war (at
Critics voted it the best film of the year,
es even anti-heroic) theme.
and some, in their most serious tone of
luBntschli arrives in the play with a voice, wrote essays on the spate of violent
icismr bred of years of experience in films that had appeared at year's end, and
. Far from being the worthy stuff of how important they all were. There were
nds, "nine out of ten soldiers," he two dissenting voices on Clockwork: the
The charge

Peter Brook's production of King Lear
,recently completed its run at the Kenmore Square Cinema, and now the same
theater is showing another example of the
current cinematic propensity for overproduced Shakespeare: Roman Polanski's
version of Macbeth.
It should be stated at the outset that
there is nothing to recommend the flm
to lovers of Shakespeare, or drama in
lgeneral for that matter. The acting is
about on a par with anything you might
find in a good college production, the
only difference being that the actors look
the part. And, even at that, the production reeks with the atmosphere of Playboy (Hugh- Hefner being the executive
producer); the cinematography is in
glossy color, and Lady Macbeth's sleepwalking scene is done (though discretely)
in the nude. It seems that Hefner's researchers dug up the fact that Scottish
queens of that period slept au natural.
In fact, Polannski's quest for realism
supposedly justifies the other notable
aspect of the film: the unrelenting portrayal of gory violence. Cinema has apparently come a long way from the days
when the camera panned from the drawn
bow to an arrow already lodged in some
churl's head, or the sword slipped carefully twist chest and arm. Polanski's film
typifies the recent spate of cinematic
violence (Straw Dogs, Dirty Harry, Clockwork OErange, etc.) when it portrays with
incredible realism axe murders, stabbings,
decapitations, hangings,
slit throats and
-bloodied babies in poses that come
straight from the photographs of My Lai.
Macbeth could have made an interesting vehicle for such an orgy of violence,
with its natural maniacal obsessions with
blood and havoc. Paradoxicaly, it could
have raised questions of the morality of
dramatic portrayal osf violence, internally,
as opposed to similar but necessarily ex
post facto considerations in the likes of
Clockwork Orange. It ighthatve demonstrated to the audience its own acclimatization to violence even as Macbeth says,
"I have supped full with horrors; direness,
familiar to my slaughterous thoughts,
cannot once start me." But Polanski, so
bold in matters of blood and gore, seems

o.v

There is as yet no way of telling how
non-New York critics reacted to
illage Voice's Andrew Sarris, and the
New Yorker's Pauline Kael. Sarris was so
nasty as to dissent with even the belief
that Kubrick's technique was brilliant;
Kael, mentioning in passing that
Kubrick's overexposed photography and
overloud soundtrack did constitute a
novel style, but not exactly a desirable
one, went on to develop her main thesis:
that KubrEick had perverted Burgess'
novel, and produced an immoral film that
"(sucked)
up to the thugs in the
audience-" (In other reviews, she treated
Peckinpaa's Straw Dogs as the first fascist
work of art, anrd Dirty Harry as fascist,

Clockwork Orange, though the audience

at the' Boston press sereenting seemed
cool, and the Globe's Kevin Kelly panned
it- But New York seems to be getting
worried. In this week's Newsweek appears
a lengthy essay by editor Joseph Morgenstern, prompted, he writes, by
the news that, buried deep in the Surgeon
General's report on violence is an actual
correlation between the viewing of
violence, and "aggressive' behavior" in
children; so Morgenstern quotes MIT's
Ithiel De Sola

Poole- Morgenstern

is

alarmed at filmed violence. But it is
Con tinued on page 9
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CalySimon:stillanticipating...
Last summer, Cat Stevens came into
the Music Hall around the time of Teafor
the T1lerman and "Wild
World." On the
bil with him was an unknown singer, one
Carly Simon. As it turned out, the Cat
didn't have one of his better nights, and
the tall, lanky female who preceded him
put on a truly amazing set, and stole the
show.
Things have changed for Carly Simon
since then. Shortly thereafter, "That's the
Way I Always Heard It Should Be" was
released and became a number one hit;,
followed by her first album, Carly Simon.
Her second record came out late last year,
and both it and the title cut, "Anticipation," became very successful. So now,
Carly Simon headlines her own concerts,
leaving it for one of her warm-up acts to

Tech Show '72
is dead...
Tech Show's search for a studentauthored show ground to a halt this
w.eek. The board of the MIT Musical
Theatre Guild has announced the demise
of Tech Show "72. The reason is simple:
no script.
The first signs of trouble appeared last
November. Despite Institute-wide publicity, only one scenario had been submidtted
at that time. At the close of competition
only a half dozen had been received.
Mold man sent the best of these to the
Tech Show Board for approval. On the

basis of the Board's go-ahead, the freshman author selected tried to flesh out his
script during IAP.
The project was abandoned as IAP
drew to a close. Following a meeting with
the author, the Tech Show management
announced that it had not been possible
to develop the story-line to a point where
production -was feasible. Attempts to
obtain an alternate script werTe no more
successful.
.Current plans call for production of a
Broadway script under the aegis of the

Dramashop,

from page 7

war cry and charging like Don Quixote at
the windmfils. We did laugh."
And the whole experience was enough
to shake Saranoff of his worshipful mU-.
itary idealism. Welcomed
back as a hero,
he shock's Raino's family with news of
his resignation 'from the army. "Soldiering-..is the coward's art of attacking
merciessly when you are strong, and
keeping out of harm's way when you are
weak. That is the whole secret of successful fighting." His observation of the
discipline
necessary to keep his men
behaving
as an effective mfiitay unit "if one of them is man enough to spit ia
my face for insulting him, I'll buy his
discharge
give
and him a pension." The
final conclusion - "Oh, war! war! the
-dream of patriots and heroes! A fraud,
Bluntschli. A hollow sham..."
But for all the pointed remarks, Arms
and the Man is not quite effective in
portraying the author's anti-war feelings.
The mood is too light for a forceful
treatment of so se'rious a subject. Th~e
King'of Hearts is another production that
approaches war obliquely, but itis much
more successful by virtue of the setting an insane asylum. The comedy is dampened somewhat by the pathos of the
scene; the audience never reaches so high

follow her path.
Such mightjust be the case with Harry
Chapin, who came on first Friday night at
Symphony Hall. Indications
from Elektra
records tended to indicate that the concert might be the same kind of launching
for him as the Cat Stevens gig was for
Carly.
As it turned out, Harry Chapin put on
a very fine set, even if not enough to
shadow the kikeof a CarlyS
Son.
His
accompaniment consisted of a'cello,-Fender bass, a
nd
second guitar (as. H arry also
plays guitar), and their adept musician
ship added a very appealing sound to his
fine writing. He sings with a strong, clear
voice, reminiscent in style of i-d/ngston
Taylor, and he definitely bears watching.
Look for Harry Chapna; he should make

Musical Theatre Guaid. Guild president
Michael Morris stated that the production
w'fll not carry the Tech Show title since it
will not be a Tech script- Morris will
assume responsibility for the show.
Scripts now under consideration
include Kismet and Kiss Me Kate, whdle
Company and 1 776 have already been
passed off Ln the -face of difficulties in
obtaining rights. The Guild faces the
challenge of bringing in a show-.good
enough to revive the flagging interest in
musical theatre at MIT while staying
within a price the Gu-ild can afford.
While Morris is working on the Broadwiay flproduction, Moldm
an
is trying to
revive Tech Show for next year. He
intends to mount a publicity campaign to
obtain scripts before the end of the term.
In April he will beegin to solicit scenarios
in earnest, and by the biegginning
of the
fall term he expects to have a working
script.
Tech Show is dead for 1972. WhethHer

it will return ini '73 depends on the
success of the Music Guild's plans fora
Broadway production -- and on
Moldman's success in obtaining a script in
the year to come.
......... ""'""-"---'"~.:':.:J -~. on Tyler '.~

a pitch of enthusiasm that the message is
lost.
As for the Dramashop performance
itself, the inexperience of the student
performers has not prevented them from
doing justice to Shaw's work..The casting
of Bluntschliand Saranoff was successful,
and Bruce Schwartz turns in an excellent
performance as Major Petkoff, Raino's
father and Sergio's commander. Though
Perkoff had at least the level headedness
to recognize
Saranoff's charge for the
foolishness it was, compa;red with Bluntschli's easy competene, he is still a Chffid
when it comes to H
mifitary matters. Additionally, he holds the slightly comic
position of the most cultured
man in
Bulgaria, and Schwartz handles both the
military and 6ultural naivete to perfection.
The relative inexperience of student
performers has nbot prevented Dramashop
from doing justice to Shaw's work. The
casting of Bluntschli (Paul Pangat·) and
Saranoff (Philip Bertoni) was successful,
and Bruce Schwartz turns in an excellent
performance as Major Petkoff, Raiaa's
father and Sergius' commander. Thouggh
Pejtkoff has the level headedhess to recognize SaranofFs charge for the foolishness
it was, compared
with Bluntschli's easy
military
competence he is stil a child

-it in. the music business.
The quality of Friday's concert was
one of contrasts, starting from the very:
beginning. The crowd
was a nfotley combination of teenryboppers (mostly girls),
guys and their dates, and a lot of middleaged folks (including much of the Elektra
heirarchy, and many friends and almost
in-laws of Carly's). The backing group for
her was- no less varied, ranging from an
acid-rock Bermudan drummke/to a kind
of pseudo hip-looking and -sourndig New
York pianist to a balding bass and guitar
plyor. Even with this conglomheration on
stage, Carly never seemed to lose compe.te domination of the evening. With her
Amazonian bddy and rugged simian good
looks, she tends to enthrall the audience
without ever opening her droopy lips.
.And when singing, the spel is even fto·re
mesmerizing, as her voice is incredible;
she is one of the best female singers
around.
It seems the only fault to be found
with Carly Simon is her choice of material. She can belt out a number with the.
best of thren, as well as maintain the right
emotion for the softer songs, and, re.markably enough, the backing band.
seems to fit together well, giving strong
support to her vocals (even though having

the druammer continually b eating
hell ou!
of the drums gets a bit amnnosqng a.
times). Yet much of her repertoire seem s
to clash with her style, possibly in a
attempt tq gear it towards an older, mot.
"mature" audience. - She seemas out of
place singing a la Astrud Gilberto toE
soft bossnova beat, her covr version oi
the Beatles' "O-bla-di, · 0-bin-da" is anemic, and various of her lyrics are simply nor
well suited to her. But when~she fmids
song (such as "The Love's MEilGrowing'

or Kris lfdistoffersony's "I've Got to H-aw.

You") that fits into hex style, it come
through as a powerful, highly emotion"111
excellent effort. But this occurs on only _
small percentage
of her material;
I wa
dissappointed with Anticipation caiefi)
because of the weakness of so many oi
the songs. Yet-Carly Simon ha3 -a brfff n:
voice, and is a very talented singer; he.
treatment alone manages to savage some
thing from a lot of songs that would di.
at a lesser vocalist's handling. W¢ith bette.
writing, she could easily attain the staturt
of a Carole King or a 'Joni Mfitchel
(neither
of whom can sing, but who write.
very well). Only then wfil Carly Simor
fulfill the great anticipation that her earli
gigs and first album aroused.

" .2. .......................

Neal Vitale..:;

redeeming feature is the name on'thmarquee. Liz Taylor and Richard Burtoi
Pocket Money
proved the bankruptcy of that concept it
is smaff change...
the middle sixties, so that today's star
tend to look for films that really hay:
sonmething to offer. Marvin
and Newman
Who would have thought it possible?
after
a
string
of
.
hits,
seem
to ay:
How could Lee Marvin (of Cat Ballou
suffered
simultaneous
lapses
of
judge
fame)
and Paul Newman (of Sundance
ment
in
electing
to
appear
hi
this
fim,
Aid fame) star together in a poor western
But
after
all,
how
can
you
lose
with
movie? Easily done: just pick an average
western starring Lee Marvin' and Paut
script, and an average director, add in
Newman?
some Muzak- background and poor photography. Put them all together and you
It was an obvious piece of business tt
have Pocket Mloney, which has to be the
cast Lee Marvin as the drunken sage,
biggest dissapointment in a long time.
leading his younger cohort through trii
Hollywood, for the most part, has
and tribulation. It is quite another matte:
to cast Paul Newman
as an insecur
gone a long way towards forgetting its
inglorious past. - Only a very few rare
young man, fumbling his way throug-:1
actors are allowed
to work in "star
life, and talking in a slightly higher voic'
vehicles": mediocre pictures whose only
thaf has been his past custom. None oi
Newman's usual tools are allowed himr
no super-cool, no feminine conquest
(almost no women at all in this film), nf
outstanding tongue-in-cheek lines.
As a matter of fact, Newm anhas n;.worthwkile lines to deliver, and neithe
does anyone else. This modem day tale d
horses, cattle, Mexico and quarantine h2e
all the drama' and excitement of a cd
culus book, and about the same level d
character development. It drags
agonizingly from Nogales to Phoenix tAnywhere, Mexico, occasionally offerin
a tantalizing hint of plot or a possibt
noteworthy character. who then recede
rapidly into the background,
never to t.
seen again. It is.as if the scriptwriter ha(
merely taken the original book and le:.'
out every other chapter, whtle attemptin.
to introduce all of the characters, if on!:
for a moment.
The photography of this film is note.
worthy
in its lack. of quality. Nearl
one-half of the location shots were, badil
over-exposed,
and there were toc
~t~f~-S~-Photo by Sheldon~r LowenthalB frequent occasions of surn glaing into th
when it ommes to military matters.
Addi-- lens. Ca-ole King does the theme sor
tionally,
he holds t~he slightly com-Aic Pocket Mo1ney, but after that the infrt
position of the most cultured man in
quent music is strictly
TJB-s.tyle muz
Balgaria, and Schwartz handles the mili- or 1950 soap opera mood change.
tary and cultural naivete to perfection.
A film like this, with stars Hke thes!Arms and the Man has two more
might have been hot stuff at one timperformances
this CominLg weekend. It
but the audiences have grown up, and it
compares well with much of the comedy
unlikely to go very far. Maybe, someda)
Holywoodl ~w grow
ill up (for good) tor
on movie screens around Boston, and it's
ctotainly much moreconvenientAt the ParisCinerma.
,:-~:''':"''"'":~'""--'-''PX. Sehbdlr, Jr.:
· '"..
v'-'
';--aks.:
"-'-. ·
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somewhat late for New York to voice its
concerl.

Anthony
Burgess' Orange is
'set in a world only a few years from now,
very much like an England beset by gangs
of its youth, gangs not unlike the Maods
and
.Rockers who attracted the press:
attention a few years ago. Burgess writes
of a society that has lost its freedom to a
subliminal totalitarianism that is typically
Weste
rn,whose citizens, their basic survival needs easily enough satisfied,
have
themselves been- reduced to mechanisms,
incapable
of choice, with a morality born
not of freedom, but of behavior norms
and law. In th~is society, even the violence
indulged in by 'Juvenile delinquents"
is
mechanical.
The book takes one such automated
JD, Alex, and folrows his "ultra-violence"
until he kils -a woman, is caught, placed
in .prison, and finally subjected to a
conditioning technique
that makes a
"4goodd robot of him and gets' him released. Back in the society, he meets all
these whom he has wronged
(in a series
of incidents that would be imaplausible
were the fat not a fable), suffers retribution at their hands, and is driven to
attempt suicide;
at tBhis, the society,
outraged at the conditioning
process,
demands
that Alex be de-conditioned.
The books is then a series of ironies, in
which a society of robotizod men makes a
robot of an already mechanical rebel, and
then desires to change him back. There is
not one free human being in this society,
not one person whose actions arise from
considerations of "moral choice," that is,
of a humanism born perhaps of early
Christian ethics.
Kubrick's movie is somewhat
different. While in his interviews he indicates
that he was desirous of depicting rather
darkly a society in which afl are robots,
mechanically
performing -good or evil
acts, his'ftim has rather a different effect,
for it seems to play for sympathy for
Alex, and even claims at its conclusion
that the trhimphant,
de-conditioned Alex'
has won a victory against an inhuman
society, that his brutality and rape is
somehow not oniy meirtorius
against this
society, but the actions of a free being.
Kubrick seems to have used his famous
technical abiiSty toward this end, though
he indicates that he only wishes to place
the viewer in Alex's frame of reference.
One- ird-ght-argue that this in itseIf has
-evi consequence-.. Ile medium of f:am is
perhaps the greatest mocker of the theory
that art requirs the active participation of
its perceiver's imagination to be effective;
film specifies with a completeness unequalled by any other medium what the
viewer
will sense for the f'dm's duration in -McLuhan's parlance, i. is a cold, cold
medium. Thus allowing us to enter Alex's
frame of reference comea very close to
malking us into Alexes, in the same way a
medium of realistic motion and sound take, for instance, television - can mnake us
cry, perhaps against our wil, at, say,
Lassie's rescue of a little boy -from a
burning barn. Though the art may be bad,
the medium of the art is effective, perhaps
too effective. Filmed acton or emotion
becomes, by the nature of the medium, so
bloated thhat what was meant as art is often
propoganda. But this is a relatively simple
issue of "desensitizing"
the film audience
to violence, though ironically, in thik
context, MClckwork Orange becomes a
fahrly sophisticated piece of brainwashing
even as it claims to extol freedom,
But the issue cannot be simply the fact
that a film depicts an act of violence, but
the possibility
that, though a director

~
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An Indian Dance/Drama
by Bengali Poet

R. Tagore.

Chanda ka

may 'claim that' he is in- some way
performing a public service by. playing
upon the psychological horror of human
innards, pain and death; his attitude
towards
violence in fact,produces quite:
different rsimts:
'"-'"
There is, for example, ikubxck's stylization of violence and sex: a hand is slashed
in a most exquisitely balletic slow' motion, exposing a lovely band of scarlet,
but none of the squirting claret one might
expect; a man is kicked, and his wife
raped, by the hero, as he croons "Singin'
in the Rain" - later, we are amazed to
learn that the -wife has died, from pneumonia brought on by shock, and as
-amazed to see the husband in a wheelchair, partially paralyzed.
The violence
has all been so well choreographed,
hubby had been so little bloodied, his
wife protesteed so sluggishly-.. Ant'Cher
woman is murdered by Alex, wielding a
plastic phallic sculpture. Kuhrick shoots
from the prone woman's perspective at
Alex, as he prepares to smash her head in
with the phallus - but then a quick cut
to a cartoon scrawl, seen for an instant
only, lips, teeth, and then a medium shot
of Alex, very slowly raising the murder
weapon, until we see the tip of the penis,
pristinely white. No blood at all. No view
of the presumablymessy corpse.
The rapes are equally pleasant to
watch. Here Kurbrick managed to avoid
the explicit sexism of Straw Dogs; he
does not d
epict
women as "asking for it,"
or, to use fashionable psychology, su bconsciously wanting to be raped, but
there is nonetheless something wrong.
Kael, discussing a scene in which Alex'
gang arrives to fight a rival gang that is
raping a girt, mentions that Kubrick keeps
the camera on the gang that is stripping
the girl, and uses a voice-over to indicate Alex' impending arrival to break it
up: blatant pandering. She is perhaps
kind enough not to treat the scene in
more detail. At Alex' arrival itself, the
would-be
rapers look up and freeze into
double-takes, more or less, and so does
the naked girl, staring at Alex for perhaps
ten seconds before she remembers to run
away, and gets up and does so. The
camera foilows her. Then it returns to the

fight itself: a pleasant enough business,
choreographed to a Rossini overture.
Alex himself is presented sympathetically. Through the entire film runs
Alex' narration, in a pleasant, wistful
voice, that does not encourage one to
bellieve that Kubrick could possibly intend any irony in Alex' constant use of
"my brothers"
.inspeaking to us, and
everyone in the -film.And, when Alex is
sent to prison, and the voice-over informs
us that we are now to see the saddest part
of Alex' story, it is difficult to believe
that Kubrick does not really expect us to
sincerely believe t~hat. For what Alex
undergoes is dopeited 'at horrible lentgh.
No exquisite slo w motion ballet here;
Alex is punched rather vigorously, and
does a mnore realistic -job of bleeding than
anyone else in the movie, and the soundtrack encourages our distress by synthesized sounds as the blows land. The
closeup of Alex' face as his eyes are
clamped open with pincers so that he will
be cofipelled to view conditioning films is
perhaps the most unpleasant image of the
movie.
As a counterpoint to thfis encouraged
sympathy for Alex-is the representation
of the society as far worse than Alex;
thus we are encouraged to like the h/ero
not only because
his violence is cinematically
defused. ARl the actors are
pasteboard chaxacters, the anal compulsives, passionless scientists
of Strange-

love, with some other types, notably
stereotypes for the upperclass (Alex'
victims) and Alex' middleclass parents.
The priest who voices objection to Alex'
conditioning, who in doing so represents
the message that freedom involves moral
choice - even he is depicted by Kubrick as
a latent homosexu
al.
In fact, the anal
fixations
of a prison guard, the homosexuality of a truant- officer
(who
almost loses control at the sight of Alex
in underpants) seem meant to make us
almost relieved at an image of Alex as a
lusty raper of women, an image that
obliterates the violence of rape, and the
passionless Automation that is Alex' sexuality.
In all; then, it seems that we are meant
to believe at the film's conclusion that
the de-conditioned Alex is free and has
won. Prone in a hospital bed, he is
approached
by a politician, and encouraged to make a deal; the politician,
who has received bad publicity over Alex'
conditioning and subsequent suicide attempt, is saved. We see Alex' face in close
up. We are meant to remember the
horrifying conditioning, the inhumanity
of society; we do not remember any great
horror at Alex' violence and raping, but
rather remember his victims as the villians
who beat him horribly afterward. We
watch Alex' face, and perhaps we are
meant to rejoice as it assumes an expression of anger, as the Ode to Joy of
Beethoven's
Ninth
swells up on the
soundtrack,
as Alex'
voice-over announces, '" was cured, all right!" and,
suddenly, wke fhave cut to a snowy street,

I Men, Ideas, Politics. . .I
Men, Ideas, and Politics, Essays by Peter
F. Drucker
Tlis is a volume of essays by a noted
management philospoher- (whatever that
is) who has expanded
his horizons to
include
the inter-relationship between
economic, political and social thought
and actions."
Drucker is at once
conservative, logical, and so distantly
removed from the essence of current
political reality that his observations in
this volume are more noteworthy for the
insight into the thinking of the so-called
"business establishment"
(of which he
has long been both a part and a
spokesman) than for their profundity.
Drucker treats a number of different
subjects in the thirteen essays - mostly
reprints of his middle to late sixties
magazine pieces and some of which are
consequently dated. His dealings with
purely managerial materials, such a- "The
New Markets and New Entrepreneurs"
and "What We Can Learn From Japanese
Management", are good representations
of the "adjust to the world and make
more money" school of business,
stressing
the
dynamics
of the
environment. The purely economic

essays, most notably "Keynes: Economics as a Magical System," are both
insightful and lucid.
It is when Drucker wanders into political thought teat he finds trouble. His
idolization of Mark Hanna (who reorganized the Republican Party in the
1890's), view of Henry Ford as the last
Populist, cynicism toward the ability of
the young to maintain their idealism, and
insistance that the United States must
remain a "superpower" to survive and is
the salvation of the world place him in an
often untenable political position. And,
this weakness sometimes causes the examination of inter-relations with economics
to falter badly. "The Economic Basis of
American Politics" is, however, a clear
statement of his philosophy in that area.
This book will likely cause' little stir
among its audience. It will be purchased
by those who are familiar
with Drucker's
other work and they wil find little fault
- there is a compietely shared set of
assumptions between the author and his
audience. The volume would be of much
more use to those working for profound
change to find out the kind of reasoning
which they face in their efforts. A vailable
at the Tech Coop.
::::::::::::-·::::::::::::.'::::::::::::':
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where, while on either side, people in
victorian dress applaud, Alex, in exquisite
slow motion, is raping a naked blonde. He
is trying to pull her down on him, she
throws her head back, ever so slowly.
There is no sound. The image is ambiguous; is she resisting? Yes, yes, of
course, she is being raped. We know that.
Alex is a violent punk. Yet the society is
so evil. And Alex has not cooperated
with iti__
Kubrick's morality
justifies immoral
acts because he claims they are perpetrated upon an immoral society, upon
people we are encouraged to dislike, and
we are encouraged by cinematic tricks to
become insensitive to the violence itself.
The issue is not that violence is depicted,
for it is not depicted faithfully at all:
raping, beating, are cleverly made neutrat
or perhaps even more enjoyable by sophisticated propoganda. The person brutalized
is pasteboard, the violence is a funny
ballet.
Worse, the protagonist is made human
as his victims are dehumanized. "The
look in Alex' eyes at the end tells us he
isn't just a mechanical, choiceless sadist,"
wrote Kael, "but prefers sadism and
knows he can get by with it." And she
ended her review: "We become clockwork oranges if we accept all this pop
culture without asking what's in it. How
can people go on talking about the
dazzling brilliance of movies and 'not
notice that the directors are sucking up to
the thugs in the audience." At the Sack
Cinema 57.
='"'''
s~h·.,,;'
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country themes and thle alteration of
their -consciousness. Their theme song, for
example, has the chrous (sing along if you
want to): "I'm lost in the ozone again./
I'm lost in the ozone again/One drink of

wine, two drinks of gin/and I'm lost in
potential, and this, combined with the the ozone again."
fact that A&M5 is selling it for the price of
On tour, the band can put away cases
a single disc, makes the record a definite
of beer in an evening, along with good
quanttifies of booze, wine and weed.' Their
consideration for those who liked what
they heard in "Lonesome Mary."
music doesn't suffer*
for all this; in fact
.......
'- "" '" '' ;
' ;
Neal
:':::: Vitale ::'.:;they are reputed to be unable to play
when straight/sober. They have an incredibly loose sound and you'll swear a
Chilliwack, at points, just reeks of

g]

|

Ch/liwack emerges from
the Wilds of Canada. ,.

Chilliwack - Chilliwack (A&M)
Last summner, an aquaaintance of mine
thumbed across most of Canada, spending
cosiderable time in Vancouver. In one of
her occasiontal letters, she mentioned having been amazed by a local group called
Chilliwack, who were top-billed over
Procol Harum. Supposedly, they'd had a
couple of albums released in Canada, and
were just about the number one group in
the country. As my source of information
had always had pretty dependable musical taste, I filed the name Chilliwack
somewhere in the back of my mind.
So it was with more than just casual
interest that 1 accepted an advance copy
of the group's single, a couple of months
back, from A&M's Bob Ross. Playing it a
few times, it seemed that either side
could be a hit. As it turned out, "Lonesome Mary" was to be the A side, and
was quite successful, thought the flip
side, "Ridin'," might be a better song.
Then the waiting began anew, as Chilliwack's first album, a double-record set,
was due out, and arrived, in late January.
The format of the album is somewhat
unique. The first side is admittedly commercially oriented, featuring "Lonesome
Mary,""Eat" and "Ridi''," the first being
a proven hit; the last two having that
potential. The second side is composed of
two songs, one short, soft song called
"Always," then -one thirteen-minute
piece, "Changing Reels." In the later
song, the group builds and builds on a
strong rhythm base, and the ultimate
effect is mitch like the Charnmbers Brothers' "Time has Come Today," coming
off very dynamic and solid, clearly the
best song on the record. Both sides 1 and
2 are generally good, though when the
band lapses, they border on sounding like
Three Dog- "Night. The other disc is
devoted to experimentation, which for
the most part is dull and boring. There
are flashes of interesting material, yet side
3 (a long sectional composition, "Music
for a Quiet Timne") and side 4 ("Night
Morning," which, although monotonous,
paints some fairly intriguing images) are
mI-~-~`~
- ----- ~c----- '-

- - -

mostly soporific.
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song won't stay together until its end, but
i t does. There are a few shaky moments,
but they are the best part. "Beat Me
Daddy, Eight to the Bar" is a hard rocker
(recorded live) which gives everybody
twelve bars to work out a bit. When they

all comne back in together at the end,
you'd bet the floor will collapse. Somehow, they make it through.
Now that they've gotten a recording
contract, they are really into (excluse the
pun) high gear. They've gotten much
better as a band since then (says the
Cornmmander), have toured the whole
country and will record another album
(Hot Licks and ColdSteel, featuring such
·songs as "'ITook Three Bennies and my
Semi-truck Won't Start") in March or
April. In the meantime, you can get all
the energy you want from their first
record. [t'll be more than enough to get

Joni Mitchell, writer of "The Circle
Game," "Chelsea M5orning," "Both Sides
Now," "Tin Angel," "Woodstock,"
"Urge for Going," and "Songs to Aging
Children," will be appearing at the
Music Hall, Monday night, February 28.
Also on the bill will be Jackson Browne,
a writer whose first album was recently
released. on Asylum records, and who is
yet another member of the whole West

you high.

:::::::.'::

Coast crowd of Mitchell-Young-Crosby-

Atomic Roos-ter:.

taking off?..

In Hearinrg Of Atornic Rooster -- Atomic
Rooster (Elektra)
and wine ... and gin...
Atomic Rooster used to be Aurthn
Lost in the Ozone - Commander Cody & Brown's back-up band in the days when
the Lost Plaraet Airmen (Paramount)
Carl Panmer (now with Keith Emerson
Commander Cody and the Lost Planet and Greg Lake) played drums for them.
Airmen have become a legend in their Vincent Crane, organist and pianist, kept
own time. They have played all over the the group going after Palmer left, rewest coast and the midwest gathering a placing him with Paul Harnmond, and
large following without the benefit of any with John Cann on guitar and vocals.
recorded material. They have become a Their first album, Death Walks Behind
symbol for good old, boogie-wooen' (in- You, was regarded by many as "pretentoxicated) music. Now at last comes a tiouas," but that is usually such a moot
record that catches some appreciable part point that I don't think it's fair to hold it
of their feeling.
against a group. The fact was that they
The band's influences include all the.- simply sounded bad.
great old country rock and rollers like
On In Hearing, Pete French has been
Jerry Lee Lewis, Gene Vincent and Elvis added as full-time vocalist. Though the
Presley and such other greats as Messrs.. weaknesses of the group didn't seem to
Gallo,- Boone and Jim Beam. Their lyrics be in that area, they've somehow imare a crazy combination of traditional proved drastically. They've developed a
IL
~ p I-- -------- III

Lost in the Ozone .

-

.ay Polack .::
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ARTS in your blood?

-
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sound ranging from old Deep Purple
(back in the days of "Hush") to Manfred
Mann's Chapter Three band. The music
on their latest album is heavy and intricate, and it's hard to pinpoint the
change. Whatever, In Hearing Of Atomic
Rooster is a definite improvement, and a
fine album in the heavy genre.
:;.::-:;;.::-:::
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Swallow Tales - CochLse(United-Artists)
B.J. Cole, Cochise's pedal steel guitarist, says of himself "My first love is the
steel guitar and coontry music is seconadary." He played in C&W bands because
there was nothing else to do with a pedal'
steel. But now there is, for the basis of
Cochise's sounrd is rock format built
aroumd the tandem lead of a pedal steeland an ordinary electric guitar. The traditional use of a steel guitar is little more
than to fill in blank spots, and perhaps a
short solo two-thirds of the way through
the song. B.J.'s pedal steel is part of the
sound as a whole, when he isn't actually
playing lead guitar himself, or trading
licks with lead guitarist Mick Grabham, as
in "Love's made a Fool of You", an
energetic reworking of Buddy Holly's.old
tune. In fact, the album ends with a
delightful rendition of "O Come AllYe
Faithful' a la pedal steel, guaranteed to
provoke a smile from even the most
hard-to-please musical Scrooge.
Of course, it just so happens that there
which are more or less country derivatives, "Jed Collder" and "Down Country
Girls," but the album is primarily rock, in
both hard and soft varieties. Songs flow
smoothly from one to the next without a
break, and the album is full of little
suprises: unexpected - chord changes, lulls
and peaks in intensity, changes in mood.
And, not that I would ever name drop,
but. Nigel Olsson and Humble Pie's Steve
Marriott lend a hand on a few cuts. BJ.
and Mick handle the writing chbres and if
I have any criticism of the album, it's that
B.J.'s songs don't live up to the high
quality of Mick's. But make no mistake:
his virtuoso pedal steel playing proves

that his musical reputation is more than
justified. Cochise is a together, inventive
baud, not hibernating ai the rut so many
less talented musicians find themselves in

these days, producing ten mediocre songs,
then sitting it out until the next album.
Cochise is on the move. If you doubt it,
listen to the album: I rest my case.
.::..---'"""""'a '"'-'--.;i:Mark
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May well be the loveliest film of the year.

Are you a frustrated aesthete? Then get off your Arts!

-Hollis Alperr, Saturday Review

Write for The Tech's Arts section. (Free passes!) Leave your name at x1l541.

Belongs in a class with 'Bicycle Thief' and'Shoeshisne'.
-- Liz Smith, Cosmopolirtan
I
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Swallow Tales. . .

are a couple of songs on Swallow Tales

Sti 11 s-Garcia-SI i ck-Kan t ner-T-aylorand-God-knows-who-else. With friends
like that, you never can tell who might
just show up at the Music Hall.
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By -Roger Wde
"The lenO for C0y 3 was to
cormice
~s~that our lives ftrve
been changed by Chxist~" sa~d

rock albmnst- Six rPm~.~ors were
used on three screens to allow

fadeouts and raultiple iniages.
The effect

Dave Anderson of Clearwater
Productibons. Cry.$ is a multiscren slide and rock music show
plesented las Saturday
t
at LobdeL The show wassponsored by
United Chnbxima Fellowship and

was engaging and

Thre show was produ~ced in

Boston't ast November a.nd has
shown in local schools, audi'toriums,%
and churches. The pro-

duction has also toured in
Canad~a and New York_
The theme was Christ st5_R
Dave Anderson conceived the
ive and brings meanig to Life. idea for 03F 3 in 1967 whene he
The show was a collection or was producing a lihat show for
slides from contemporary media. Shrine Auditorium in Los
magazies, movies, and exid-bits, Angele. "I had knowna Ckinst
b~aekee! by music selections frmm 'for several yeam before; said
College Lf~fe!.

Dave,

"but then Christ changed
After a three year
mission to Africa, Dave returned
to Boston, his hometown, and
with six others started- Clearwater l1oductions.
"We ii'0pe to form a public
compamy
soon with two objectivrs: I) to be self sufficient
(profitable) and 2) to produce
'matedat to share the fact that
My

fife."

Jesus is -alive."
Other memrbers of Cleanvater

Productions. are Ron Thomas,
Greg Lourens, Dave Bliss, Dave
Brown., Dave Peace, and Eric
Anderson.

foxmealy

for the students and it was not
worth the expense of keepfrog
open.
Since then the az~a has bezen
used for storage. The Student
Center itself had no need of tlte
space and its disposition was
turned over to the Student Center Committee. There were no
groups or bus~imeess that were
firont Dhec". Wateri, Boatin,
Tennib, Fbotgm phy, Att,
especially interested and suggesCoif,
PhysicssChmis", RiCftz~,Archvery, COUNSELORS wanted for Israeli tions to use the roorn for a snack
Fe Radio, Pioneering, or Arft & Dance and Israeli Folk Songs for bar, the ping-pong tables, and
~-ed resiadent Summer Camp in N. similar activities did not receive
Crafts- Wzite Czmrp Dimctior, 138
Red Ramber~ Drive, Lafayette }M, H_ I hr from Boston. (617)
much support.
237-9410.
Pa. !9444.
One of the main difficulties

Co-ed expedition in Noth Afrm
smaer L-972. Un/qu% excdifng, involving qipfomaey, interior expla-a
UFBlmskty

Experiment

tJ~-%gS~Pa~
dntV

By Storm !tUanffman
The vacant room in the basement of the Student
Center below the Coop
Lobby Shop has
been given to the Zero Population Growth and Ecologicl Action Committee to use as am
informationcenter for the terem.
The space has not been in use
for quite a while, since the student bank moverd out- T-he bamkleft because it bzd deve~.oped
into a mere checlk-emlhing sencee

aavet sn

toe --

get.olice

ZP$,.

well?'

Jh

Fone/g E_~vaItration, ?.O. Box 198,
Cimpl RM_, N.C. 27514. tlMon lrfit

oraization)
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was the existence of the, former
Ibank counter. "'The removal of
the counter was a major expense
that no one was wilting'to take
on. ZPG and EAC have agred to
take the room, counter and all,
and will probably be able to pit
it to good use,
Linda Tufts '74, chairman
of the Student Center Committee, said that the student
groups were given ite area until
the end of the MMrrm Ed Dia-

mond, hea-d of Student Center
physical plant, stated that the
arrangem=ent might be extendei;t
if the information centex
attracted enough interest. ZFG
and EAC will supply their own
furniture, but the Institute will
handle general maintainance as
Usual.
Assistant Dean for Student
Affairs JoriHartshorne wished
the groups well and noted that
the businesses on the basement
floor should be glad to have th-e
additional drawing at traction on
the floor.

Aitor, wr
ew Hampshire, junctaoR
of Toutes 4 and I t. mimutes to Moutro
gampee, King Ridgl , and Ragged

Momataim. Comfy, two bedroom
moba!e home, sleeps six, $275 a
month-, $IC* a week-, $75 a weekend,
489-I020 or 4 84-2989.

mt 50%OFF ON'ALL STERE
IF-TJUW.NT,
slero componems,
compacs and TV's. AR new in fzetur- Sealedi cartons. 1{Wg% guarante&AR major b~mds
CaBa.~
Mikre anytime,, 491-7793.
PSYCHMLIC LIGHTLNG fer Paxtes, room decomftion, dances, rock
con-M:~rm World's largest psychedelic
ESghting catalog for rentals, m[4-s,
5?;n~wse nd $1 (credited as $2).
Rcmktmnics, 22-Miff Wendell St.,
Cn.mbridffe; -%L 02138. Call EL44444.
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENLTS.
Australia, Europe, S. America,
Mdmri, etc. AlR professions, mnd occwazmfions, S701) to $3,0I)0 monthly_
E~xpense paid, ovewtime, sights~eixFr,-e in~nrmatian - Write, Jobs Owerseas, Dept-a F6, BoX 15071, San
DL~o-, CA 921 15.
Bmond new. ELAC Mi-acord 62(~ U
Cbznge, Base and Dustcoi=, Purchsddwinbg [AP, .neverassemb ,
s m~
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be happy with 25% of the pot.
McCarthy's victory may have
been a fluke unlikely to be
repeated in this conservative
area. One Democratic staff man
said "If McCarthy showed up
around here now, someb'ody'd
probably shoot him. They didn't
vote to end the war; they' voted
against Lyndon Jolhnson -andGene McCarthy happened to be
running against him. The V-oters
are going to be more careful
about positions this year." Also,
by common agreement, McGovern and Muskie will spend only
$68,000 each for the entire campaign, much less than most of
the others are spending on TV
and radio alone.
On the Republican side,

Nixon commands much support
among registered Republicans,
though Muaskie has outpolled the
President 48% to 42% when
matched against him in general
surveys.

California Representative
Paul McCloskey, a liberal, is munning in the Republican primary,
as is conservative Ohio Representative John Ashbrook. Both are
considered token candidates
with few votes.

The Tech spent last weekend
in Manchester, New Hampshife,
traveling with canvassers and observing the _lMuskie-McGovern
race and the Nixon-McCloskey
contest. Following are our observations of four rather disparate campaigns.

A McGovern volunteer' sorts canvassing responses before writing
letters to neutral voters.

despite the larger number of

votes garnered by Johnson. Suddenly, the Johnson bandwagon
was derailed by Vietnam and
hundreds of McCarthy's anti-war
student canvassers. Within a few
weeks, Johnson ended the
bombing of North Vietnam and
had declined renomination.
Richard Nixon announced that
he had a 'plan to end the war in
six weeks'; unfortunately, he has
not yet disclosed his ideas to
Congress or to the public.
Supporters of Senator George
McGovern foresee a similar upset
of Senator Edmund Muskie this
year. Their well-greased volunteer organization has hundreds
of students canvassing the Cities
of New Ham pshire and McGovern rallies exude some of the
commitment and fervor that pervaded McCarthy's quest four
years ago.
There are significant differences, though. McGovern seeks
to gain the nomination rather
than to just upset a pro-war
incumbent. Edmund Muskie 1
needs a smaller margin to 'wing
than LBJ required. The Muskie
people are pros. They won't
formally predict how many
votls the Maine Senator will get.
Some claim that he needs only
50%, though a Globe poll predicted that 65%a of the Democrats supported him. The McGovern workers hint that they'd
I-

----

-

George McGovern's
c~oer ca'pT
s arpatgn
cry Democratic and Independent
resembles Gene McCathg's '68 voter in the state. When tabuleffort. it's all there: 500 out-of- ated, the information gives a fair
state student canvassers, the idea of the Senator's power base,
clean guy image, opposition to the salient issues of the race, and
the war, and a depth of commit- upon whom subsequent camment within the local organiz- paign efforts should be concenation that no other candidate trated. Independents have been
can match. Additionally, MPc- especially cultivated this year.
Govern has by far the best.polit'Under a new state law, people
ical machinery of anyone run- who register as Independent
ning. He's officially been in the may vote in either the
Demorace since January, 1971.
cratic or Republican primary
These factors explain why and still retain their Independ6nt
McGovern can get 500 volun- status. As
a result, both
teers in New Hampshire each have been assiduously parties
courting
weekend when the Muskie mach- them. Since there
is little drama
ine is lucky to field 50 to 100 in the Republican race,
it is
students to canvass at $2 per
thought that most of the
hour. While the McGovern or- 130,000 unaffiliated voters
will
ganization by necessity must en- cast their ballots for Democrats
gage in traditional political on March 7th. McGovern is
events, such as fund-raising din- thought to have a large share of
ners and whistle-stop speeches this pivotal bloc, but his staffers
by the Senator, much of their concede that a big push by
ccampaign is dependent upon the liberal Paul McCloskey on the
iimage left by the students, who Republican side could seriously
are given meticulously prepared hurt them here.
lists of Democratic doorbells tc
Last weekend, the McGovern
ring.
group had 120 students canvass-.
The emphasis in this cam. ing in Manchester, half of whom
paign
is not to convert all of the were bussed in from Boston, fed,
I
an
tiMcG
overn conservatives, and housed in an abandoned
a
but
to
identify
McGovern sup- nightclub. Judging from the ret
porters
and
get
them to the sponses to the door-to-door canE
polls,
even
if
this
requires supF
Fplying drivers and babysitters on
e;Iection day. To facilitate this, a
f oinm has been prepared for ev-
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By Joe Kagsi
The voters of New Hampshire,
wary of newsmen and pollsters
and weary of student canvassers,
can have a great effect on a campaign for the White House.
The March 7th primary election can thrust upon a man the
hallowed status of "Major candidate" or consign him to that
special oblivion reserved for yesterday's politicians. To a great
extent, the final election night
tallies determine which issues
shall be addressed during the
subsequent debates and which
shall be ignored. The people of
New Hampshire know this; so do
the party pros, who spend more
campaign money on each of
New Hampshire's 750,000 residents than on any other voters.
Gene McCarthy, for example,
spent $250,000 on advertising in
the last two weeks of the 1968
Democratic primary.
The state is widely regarded
as a bellwether, since it is the
first primary in the nation and
has traditionally supported thecandidate later elected to office.
The state's residents, aware of
the TV lights that trundle into
their state every four years, have
developed a reputation for voting
upon issues rather than candidates.
This state often plays cruel
tricks upon the early frontrunners for party nomination.
Lyndon Johnson, who should
have run up an overwhelming
margin of victory because he had
the advantages of the incumbency, 'lost' the race in the eyes
of the media because his margin
was less than anticipated. By.
extension, most of the electorate
considered McCarthy the victor

-

.

Senator Edmund Muskie of
iMaine is by all accounts the
·leading contender for the Democratic nomination mad his campaign looks it. Most of the
state's Democratic politicians
have joined his bandwagon.
However, it is not possible to
consider the depth of their commitment to' Muskie, because "If

Muskie wvias, then they win
too." His casnpaign headquarters
is large, very attractive, and unlike that of the poorer McGorvern organization, in downtown
Manchester. He obviously has
money,
The Muskie people do not
feel that the New Hampshire
race is a crucial one, since several
much larger states, Georgia,
Florida, and Illinois, will choose
their delegates within two weeks
of the. New Hampshire primay
eunder reform rules sponsored in
1969 by George McGovern.
Muskie himself is so confident

servative state. He has captured
the political center, and reent
attacks on his Vietnam position
by Whinte House aides have helped him stave off McGovern inroads on the left.
Throughout the state, his
carefully cultivated image of
"Truist Muskie"9 is paying off.
With a lJarge number of voters
yet uncommitted to any candidate, Richard Nixon's lack of
candidness has become a prime
issue. In every area but Manchester,
the electorate prefers
Maskie to Nixon by large I1margins-

Manchester is the state's largest city and contains about 25%
of all registered voters. It has a
diverse ethnic population, most
of which is Roman Catholic.
Manchester is one of the legendary textile towns along the
Merrimack River. The mills,
which line the river for about a
mile, are mostly closed, and the
town's
fortunes have declined
that he will gain victory in New
along
with
them. Manchester's
Hampshire that he has not casnlargest
employer
is now Sanders
vaihned here as actively as the
other candidates. Last Frinday Associates, a large defense connight, he decided to skip a Dem- tractor. One of the company's
ocratic fund-raising dinner to divisions does most of the nuccelebrate his wife's birthday. lear weapon testing for the
Many of the local politicians Atomic.Energy Commission.
The anti-war Democrats do
were both angered ard embarrnot
expect to receive strong supassed, by this apparent lack' of
port
in this town. McGovern
interest.
faces
an
exceptionally strong upYet, Ed Muskic Is still runhill
fight
due to these ecsonomic
nimg strong in this normnally conissues. (He has proposed cutting
the defense budget by $30 billion dollars per year.)
WFiiam Loeb owns the Manchester Union-Leader and every
vass, McGoqvern can expect up' to other media outlet in this part of
the state. He makes no prthirty percent of the vote.
etensions about being an unJoe Grandmison, the state biased journalist devoted to parocoordinator, is a plump guy who pagating the news fairly. The
is friendly with the press, but Union-Leader is his fifedom and
apt to explode at incompetent has long been notorious for its
.subordinates who foul up his outspoken conservatism anad
careful plans for shuttling Mc- "front-page editorals." Until
Govern around the state. He is in Nixon became too 'liberal' for
his late twenties, and a member Loeb's taste, huge complirmentof the Democratic Nationl ary stories about the president
Committee. Joe actively worked ran almost daily. Left-center
ke George Mcfor LBJ in 1968; he's a true candidates
Govern
or
Paul,
McCloskey reparty pro. At this point, urnless
ceive
almost
no
space
and find it
McGovern makes a strong
difficult
to
announce
rallies and
showing, Joe is out on a breakspeeches.
ing limb for bucking the publicly
Thus, it's not surprising that
powerful Muskie organization.
Richard
Nixon commands more
"I'm not worried about them
support
here than i any other
[Muskie] I" he said. "His support
part
of
the
state.
is a maile wide and an inch deep.
Muskoe's
centrist position will
Our people are committed. We
probably
help
him carry Mandon't have to pay canvassers $2
chester
easily
over . the other
an hour like Muskie's people do.
candidates.
McGovern
is a thrOur organization's fine; they're
dying."'
eat, due to the large number o
The latest Globe poll shows
student canvassers. Mayor Samn
McGovern getting about 18% of Yorty of Los Angeles may also
the vote. But, the test is on
cut into the Muskie margin here
Muskie here. If the Maine Sen since he has a large, slick camator is held to 50% or less, the
paign staff and because the
momentum of his bandwagon
Union-Leaderis giving him large
will be checked. McGovern-is the amounts
of favorable publicity.
only candidate who might be
(Continuled on opposite page]
able to check him.
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(Continued from opposite page)
The Muskie campaign is divided into six autonomous regions throughout the state that
raise their own funds, schedule
canvassers, and organize the
local politicianls into committees
that will endorse Muskie and
attempt to create a bandwagon
effect. Much of the. Muskie candidacy Nationally seems to be
based on the idea that Muskie is
the only man who can oust

Richard Nixon and thus is the
obvious focal point for the nowsplintered Democratic party.
Muskie, to a large extent, has
refused to take stands on many
issues.in this campaign, among
them amnesty for draft resisters,
disclosure of campaign funds,
and cutting of the defense budget. Coupled with his refusal to
debate any of the other candidates, voters are beginning to detect flaws in the "Trust Muskie"
campaign. However, even McGovern chairman Grandmison
admits he cannot find a way-of
breaking the, image by primary
day.
Gordon King, youth coordinator in the Muskie Manchester
headquarters maintained that
"4.support for the Senator is so
widespread that we can't isolate'
any one group and say it's his
base of power." King also said
that Muskie had 50 student canvassers on the street each weekend in the city. He noted rather
proudly that all of the students
were New Hampshire residents.
King derided what he called
"the self-righteousness of the
McGovern people." He seemed
rather defensive as he described
Grandmison's people. They felt,
he said, "as though if you were
right-headed and moral, then
you naturally had to work for

George McGovern. Well, we
don't think it's so. We have
students canvassing for Muskie
Muskie was paying his canvassers
two dollars per hour.
In a different comer of the
room, a lower-ranking Muskie
staffer was obviously trying to
get interviewed, "The McGovern
campaign was too elitist," he
piously intoned. "Besides, we
don't have to import out-of-state
freaks to work for our man."
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nominee.

Nixon's youth organization
seems able to turn out an adequ
ate number of unpaid young
canvassers. Mike Scully, the
youth coordinator, felt one
problem 'he had to overcome
here was the feeling -that

orator who c2rn. score heavily in

F

Mrs. Nancy Bratass, Nixon state canvassing coordinator, talks-to
Photos by Joe Kashi
volinteers at Nixon headquarters.
There's no doubt that "youths simply didn't work for Representative John Ashbrook supporting the hOlo congressRichard Nixon will win big in the president. We had to over- have announced they will chal- man. He still suffers, however,
New Hampshire. His name is on come peer group pressure. Now, lenge Nixon in the March 7th from a general lack of recognitthe ballot and his canvassers are we have students coming ap race. Both are expected to offer ion and a sparse political organon the street. LBJ forgot to do from Connecticut and New only token resistance to the ization.
either and blew re-election as a York. This weekend, we have Nixon juggernaut. McCloskey,
250 canvassers in five cities who has campaigned here for six
result.
McCloskey is expected to
The Nixon campaign head- throughout the state."
months, is the better-known can- outpoll Ashbrook.
Ms. Brataas suggested that the didate, but he suffers from both
quarters are relatively well-furnished with the implements of a canvassers were necessary "so a lack of money and from
political. campaign and with that we can have the biggest George McGovern's candidacy.
many plump, middle-aged, fe- margin possible. Many of the Most of the independents whom
male volunteers. There is only Nixon supporters are apathetic.
McCloskey is desperately countone paid staffer:- Mrs. Nancy They feel that since they sup- ing on will probably vote for
Bratass, a national committee- port the president, everyone else McGovern in the Democratic
does too. So, we have to identify primnary.
woman fromtMinnesota.
them and get them to the polls."
credibility
president's
The
becoming
are
fast
AshbrookE was little known
honesty
and
MINOR CANDIDATES
the Union-Leader decided
and
until
campaign
this
in
issue
an
was more conservative
he
the
Nixon supporters are seeking to
Both California Represent0
D3
than Richard Nixon and began
bolster his position by identify- ative Pete McCloskey and Ohio
ing him with the solemn institut354-6165
ion of the presidency more than Open 8:00 to 5:30
can be set up on an
with Richard Nixon., the man I
outpatient basis by calling
who happened to be elected in
The Problem Pregnancy
1968. "Re-elect the President"
Educa-zonat. Sar-dca
the stickers proclaim. Not "Relook"
well-goomed
that
"for
(215) 722-5360
elect Richard Nixon" or "Reelect the President." it easily
Square
Tech
545
24 hours - 7 days
Razorcutting, sun lamp facial
plays on the "support-yourconfidential
professional,
for
(opposite garage
, be t ter-informed-presidentand caring help.
behind East Campus) nu
IServing Techmen for over 35 years
-~
~ ~
~
~
~
~
-- 71
t e r-informed-presidentseems as though it's working in
New Hampshire, though most
Independents will probably vote
in the contested Democratic
primary rather than merely reaffirm the obvious Republican

* Senator Vance Hartke of
Indiana: Hartke has a slick, wellfinanced campaign that's gone
nowhere. The Senator is a fine
-

state remembers with much bitterness how Mills held up the
Medicare bill in Congress for a:
long time.
* Mayor Sam ¥orty of Los
Angeles: An old red-baiter from
way back, Yorty is now being
supported by the Union-Leader
and consequently has much free
advertising and favorable press.
His headquarters is in an old
garage near some of the city's
shut-down inills. Interestingly,
red-baiter Sam's campaign portraits show his face as being a
healthy shade of "pinko." Until
a week ago, no one had ever
heard of Los Angeles in Malchester, let alone Sam Yorty.
A~.,~.;,.~.

in-time-of-war"

THOSE WHO ALSO RAN

-Y

partisan debates; ironically, this
is hurting him. Many voters
maintain that they're tired of
the rhetoric and the political
gut-fighting attacls aimed directly at other candidates.
Representative Wilbur
Mills of Arkansas: His organization is buying heavily into media
advertising. He seems to be
spending more money here than
.eve;ryone else, but no one knows
where his Mother Lode is coming from. Hills' main support is
to the right of Muskie; however,
both he and Sam Yorty are
fighting for the same votes. The
large elderly population in the
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Foreign Std -True-False Quiz

1. STUDY ABROAD IS MORE EXPENSIVE THAN MIT.
False. The total year's cost, including round-trip transportation
and nornmal student-style vacation travel, is usually no more land
often very less) than the cost at MIT.
often very much less) than the cost at MIT.
2. YOU LOSE YOUR FINANCIAL AID, DORMITORY PRIORITY,
AND STUDENT DEFERMENT.
False. In most cases, with registration as "Undergraduate on
Foreign Study" all these privileges are retained.
3. IT'S DIFFICU LT TO GET ANY CREDIT FOR S;TUDY
ABROAD.
False. It's poosible to earn full credit for study abroad, although
in general you are likely to receive somewhat more credit for
humanities courses taken abroad than for professional subjects.
4. YOU HAVE TO KNOW A FOREIGN LANGUAGE TO STUDY
ABROAD.

False. English is spoken in Great Britain, Australia, some African
and some Asian universities. English-language programs are offered
in many European countries.
5. FRESHMFAN YEAR IS TOO EARLY TO START PLANNING.
False. In general, the earlier you begin planning, the easier it is.
6. DEADLINES ARE SOON APPROACHING FOR FOREIGN
STUDY APPL4ICATIO.NS.
True. But it's'fnt too late, yet.
7. THE FOREIIG l STUDY OFFICE iS HARD TO FIND.
False. Take the:elevator in Building 10 to the 3rd floor, turn right
and walk in Roormf 303. (That's 10-303.) We'll look forward to
seeing you.
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By Paul Schindler
(This article is the second in
a series of
to which attemp tgo prese
t a portrait
of

-.' small percentage
of the letters, and
,Amor any material over three
pages long
goes onto a-pil e on-his
night.
Once or
tr-iA
a day, he gathers all of
the President of MilT, Dr. Jerome
these
Betrk material
up and places them in
Wiesner.)
his
briefcase. The right hand
pile is the
"it takes an avdu[lo[at of poaper
sonroe Of his reading material
to run this place:,
early morniB g (and occasional in those
late-night)
ho=~M. he_ 'spends 'in his
-JBW
den
at home.
Some of the "take-home
work". comes
The Afist work that Wiesane
gets in the .back ftirr home to ~the desk behind
morning
is the paper work generated
hl
im worknBg desk, which serves as a kind
the last two hours of office
of
"Ppe buffer zone"'- with
work the day
each
before - usually about two
drawer
conaiin certadn papera he
inches;
may want
There are thre major categories thick_
quick
of
file
acces
to.
folder that appear on the
presidential
Wiesner has several alternati-ve_
desk, time and again during
outside correspondIence, MIIT the day: methods of getting paper
commtuniconmespgn- cations
dence, ,and "Dr. Wiesner's signature."
out of hi office.- He can write
le-tters in long-hand with
Outside
corresgondence
includes,
mieke, if they require careful his magic
drafts of letters to and
sculpting;
letters from stn~ud-type letters
people outside of thre tI~T
he
dictates
to his
cornmusy.-_ seentades. (H1e has
a pocket recorder,
Trhese include MIT alumni,
senators and ,whose dead batteries he
congressmen, members of
replaced this day,
the business but he MM it
community, and potential
as
a note pad.)
contributors.
This folder wili also input
any outside
reports or analyses that
at-rive in' the "M~e ph*= rings an awful
office which concern MIT,
lot
its functQon,
amroun beff.",
or Dr. Wiesner's personal
interests. g/IT
correspondene
Wieamer has all sorts of calls,
conists of letters and
memos, as well as reports
fall into two broad categories: but they
and inforcall n "output" calls. Input "'input"'
nation sheets, from, people
.calls are
inside
the usually (although
community. Either

of these.
likely to hold an occaqionalfiles are abo
clippingf of interest, or a newspaper
Xerox of a
magazine article. (AU the secretaries
in
the president-chancelior office
suite
we
asked to -read Tech Talk and
aH three
student papera-; sev-eral read
Technoogy
Review and TEN as weH).
The "Dr. Wiesmer's signature"
fdie
probably gets the most careful
scrutiny.
It inchudess travel vouchers (any
non-MIT
travel is paid for by tlae-non-MIT
source
involved),. checks, letters
and
memos,,
most of which he has prepared
but someof which are news to hirm
Form
letters
for example, are an a'ea of
special concern. A form letter from the
office is hand-typed, often President's
variations in the text that with sltht'
watched. In additio.n, Dr. have to be
careful not to siga "Jerome Wiesner is
B. Wiesner'
to letters addressed[ to long-tie
close
friends - these he signs "Jerry
Wiesnmer."
Every piece of paper that comes
to his
office to which hi secretaries.
attach
the
slightest importance passs
bermeath
Wiesrner's eyes. The vast majority
of
it
he
sk-ims lightly, and puts into his
(the box is cleared about five 'out" box
times a day,
each time it contains about six
inc~hes of
paper) without-note or commen-t.
Some
of it prompts him to write
a brief note
about an everntual reply.

not always)
the others party, and consist initiated by
sayig he~o and then being of 'Wiesner
q/xer for a
long time. He will make occasional
notes
an uualy concludes the calt[
with
a few
pleasantr/kes, or ps- for a
face
to
face
Meeting at some future point.
Oufputphome cal are usually minitated
by a~
suggestion, either' from Dr. Wiesner
ox
one of his secretaries, and
c~onsist
of
a
brief "IqR, how are you," followed
by
an
organked presentation of the
ifformafion. (It is not writtennecessary
or out-Ined, but sounds as if it
could be.)
U~e it could be-)
People who have heard Wiesner
speak
in public are occasionally
surprised
by
Mim on the phone, but the same
problems
which make him a difficult
mntermiew for radio, or to person to
__understand
dunfrg a pub~ic address -- (widely
varying
mhlume level, occasional mumbling,
and start speaking style) -- make stop
him a
mre, ienteresting person to talk
to
on
the
plhone. Here, his mannerisms
make
it
mease to tell what he -is stressing
a
u.~que style marks-him as a
relaxed kind
of guy.
Occasionally though, the
system
bzeaks'-dovm. VWiesner .says
"Get
me
Smth~" and the secretary
proceeds
"Mi, how are you," start's Wiesner, to.
who
thee launches into a discussion
of an

aquisifion MIT is wgonlin on_ He stops
short amd says "T/fis/s John
Mits voice tra s off- "Wetl, I Smith?" and
wanted to ak
to ybu anyway,"' and he does
for abo=t 5
minutes. They aramnge
a luncheon
meeting,
and this time
specifies a farst name as welJDr. Wiener
as a last for
his next calL..WRhie it is being
placed, he
works on more paper work.
Meeting Peopliee in the office
Dr. Wiesner meets

a lot of people face
to face in his office drimng
any one day.
Most of them sit in a chak to
hi left, and
look across a brief expame of
they say -what they have to granite as
say. Ail. of
these encounters are on the
,.input,"' as people bring him orTder' of
up
011 rte 'etintt, pbhaning grOtllsl~ to date
fumtte

Wiegner~a
nd a §roas~p

'E~;D1T@RAL SERVICES

Dr. Walter H. Kohl
185 Dalton Road
Bemnont, Mass. 02178
Tel. (617) 484-2[35
Experienced 110-iter and Editor

I

(if you have ever wondered
what it is
they are saying to each
other as the
symbtolk check handing ceremony
takes
phce1, you might be a bit disappointed.
One says "Here is this check,"
and the
other replies "Than yoi for
the
cheek-'
After the

photographer leaves,
sits downa for a bit and talks abouteveryone
friends, about areas of common mutual
interest,
and -poma'blesome good anec~otes.)

Today, Wiesner told one:
the ffSt presidnFial scien-e "When I met
advisor-., who
senved Truman, I asked him
'what
He told me, 'l see the presidenothe did.
day-' I thought that vas impress, every
ve until
he pointed out his window:
T'hat's
the
Whie l/ouse Rose GarLden.
He walks
throgh ther-e- every. day,
and I see
It is Literesting to watch as
the
peopl from. such a presentation several
sit down and talk for a moment. sess;onier
one cr-osses _hs'
les, -and speaks
rather
queerly. The only person in
the room not
wearinu a colored shn (ye-fl
or gray) is
Dr_ Wiesner. Gestures are
kept rlminma,
and appear a a-bit
awkw:ard, qnce theme
people don't really know
one another.
One of the skills of an executive
is to
reduce this kind of feeling
in others, andi
at the end of a half hour,
WLIeser has
mrade ttds group or that feel
as
though he
knows them.

.

-gim OM= of/the Presiden
Jerome Wiesner's
offie,
to the left
behimd the big glass door,
is a woodpaneled wonderland, bathed
in the harsh
blue Hight of a c'iing full
of frlswescent
fixtures. it has been substantbialy
redecorated since the days last
year
when
it
was Dr. _K~/jffiaa's office,
although the
globes which

adorned the office then

3--e
st'll therfe. As he sits at hJs
granite topped
workfrog
deskWesner can look out
the
window to his left at a patcha
of green and
serm: a vdew strand by the
Chancellor,
the Provst, the Secretary
of the Corporation, and a few others.
'The office, in spite of the
lighting, is
made to seem warm and pe.-sonal
by the

OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE
S125 per month

I

I

vA'th JEW,

Another aspect of the Wieser
day is
the
presenteation ceremony. TIs
I
is
thing
that usatl¥ happens in hs someI
offie,
and involves someone handing,
41
him
something wlhle he smies, and
1
a mean from
Tech Tlk moves quickly
a/bout th-e-.
room
totiakig a lot of pictures.
I
It's all vreminiscent
of a presidential -"'Photo
I

W.iesner relaxes at hiSs dsk, one leg thrmm eveZtiP le[g of his chair.
---··---- -------py.n----gY·l^rm;c··Ple-I

photographed quickly.

of 'vi~to mto the ofi 'e pose during 'apfiot6opportwunit¥

fund-raisimg, or a~n up-comig facultT
meeting- For the mo-st part,
Wies-ner ju-st
listens, offering an octasomfl
comment, a
question to clarf this point
or that_ ff
asked for an ophmion, he
wfil offer it;
sometimes he wvill end an
appomntment
with a
suggestion or comment.
It's also of note that most
of the time
he is -with people, he i
talking a-bout
people: "Wil John be counter-productive
in this,"
or "Can we get H
on our
U<de,': or "Why don't we meet
with.
Dick,
as soon as Harry gets bacsk
in
toim
Don is free." in any one conversatheeand
on
any one topic, as m-any
as 15 ojher1
people may be Lqvotved in
some stage of
consultation before the final
decision is
made.
Not all the people W comie
Iho hato his
office sedately sit downand
quietly mta
of theit business however.
On this day
HerTbert Hotfomn, specile
acssistant to the
President, came in with news
con-cerTnfi~g
possible
future income for MIT.
The
secretaries
waved
him in, aid he stood
about 10 feet from the desk
and quck-ly
filled 'ieesner in. Then, just
as quckly, he
was gone. %Sh en
asked, "Doyfou et go-od
news -very often?" Wiesner
rephed 'N"ot
often enough."

A photo opp. ruty

Opportunit"k as the man from Tech Talk
gently persuades everyone
into
has the check, or book, handed place, and
from one
hand to anothe rseveral
times so that
every ange cam be gotten.
At one point,
as an author started to Walk
away, he weas
herded back/ n as though
by a gentle
sheep dog, and
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very plush furniture, the soft carpeting,
and the pictures and momentos which
dot the room. The book lined shelves
here and there (which include such titles
as "Solid State Theory" and Dr. Bush's
"Science Is Not Enough") add a den-like
atmosphere, as does the fireplace.
The walls hold many photos including
ones of John and Edward Kennedy,
Wiesner's wife and daughter, and an
excellent color photograph of the
touching moment during the inauguration
ceremony when Archibald MacLeish and
Dr. Wiesnerembraced. However, there is
nothing on the order of the great working
class mural outside of Chancellor Gray's
office.
There is one piece of wire sculpture in
the office, a unicyclist on a tightrope,
sitting on the corner of the granite desk
which Wiesner works at most of the day.
Called "The Presidency," it was a gift
from JBW to President Kennedy who
used to balance little. name tags on each
end of the balancing pole, like "congress
- constituency" or "DOD - Soviets."
After the assasination, Mrs. Lincoln got it
back for Wiesner. He tells the story
behind it a couple of times a day (and if
you ask, he'll tell you it doesn't apply to
the MIT presidency; "Unlike some places,
we don't have those kind of antagonisms
here."')
Lunch is not so simple ..
Lunch is not merely a time to eat, if
you are President of MIT. There are a lot
of people who want to see you every day,
and it is almost unfair not to make better
use of your lunch hour than mere eating.
Besides, it is nice to have someone to talk
to. So several minutes of the morning are
spent sounding out various possibilities
for lunch, until a dean is found, and then
it's off to the Faculty Club. Lunch takes
a leisurely hour, during which the stock
of your knowledge is increased.
There are two executives...
There are two executives with whom
Wiesner seems to have the greatest
amount of communication: Paul Gray
and Constantine Simonides. Paul Gray is
Chancellor, the other half of the double
yoke which the Corporation seemed to
envision when they set up MIT's manageiment structure for the 70's. When the
do soin the
two get together, they usually
I
t
L
r- ---

--

Dr. Wiesner during one of his appointments. Note the painting behind the desk, and the piles of paper
already in progress. Wiesner seemed comhall, or in the central area between their wealth Avenue in Bostonl. Wiesner was,
pletely up to date on what was
Frontier,
New
the
of
member
a
all,
offices, or in some other meeting they are after
a.;id on occ-sion acted as aas
culture
of
happening,
a
man
all,
after
is,
he
and
both attending. There is an intercom
be
what appeared to be
not
between
it
should
So
mediator
science.
of
as
well
from one office to another, but they
of'
a
member
be
should
on the committee. At
he
camps
that
warring
surprising
two
prefer to meet face to face.
of
presentation
went into what
the
to
council
tile
devoted
10:30,
club
a
about
Simonides' role seems to be that of
executive sesa
lengthy
life.
be
to
social
good
and
promised
events
cultural
briefing officer, to a degree. He will
Wiesner's
complete
would
which
sion
through
moved
Wiesner
Mrs.
Dr. and
sometimes handle requests for informaday.
conolder,
tion that Wiesner and Gray do not have the crowd, predominately
Given the opportunity, if he gets home
time to get to right away. He wiU servatively dressed men and women,
enough, Wiesner likes to get a look
early
both
were
They
troubleshoot, occasionally draft letters, chatting amicably.
late evening news before going to
the
at
the
throughout
and at least on this particular occasion, smiling and animated
hsde.
He
will often spend time his
bed.
there.
pausing
came in to brief the President before the evening, chatting here and
or
reading
day,
the
for
retiring
before
Dr. Wiesner had never seemed tense
faculty meeting.
pipe
final
the
on
puffing
while
thinking
to
during the day, yet now he seemed
Even the president's day ends,
of the day. No matter whether he doesn't
unwind a little.
eventualgly...
go to bed until 1:30 or 2 (as he does
After a performance by the Chorus
Today, Dr. Wiesner worked in his
frequently), he is always up the next
office until 6 o'clock, when he met Pro Musica, it was home for a late dinner
morning, 6:30 am, bright and early, to
another professor, with whom he drove at 9 pm, and then quickly to a Watertown
start another day.
off to the St. Botolph Club on Common- School committee meeting which was
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attack got moving. At 8:52, a jian. One fmsal statistic which
:power play goal by Jerry Horton shows the lop-sided nature of
'72 on a rebound in front gave the play: MIT had 18 shots on
MIT a one goal lead. Fifty-five goal in the period while Tufts
seconds later, Tom Lydon '73 had only four.
The action slowed down
put the puck in the strings on a
slap shot from the left point to somewhat in the second and
stretch the lead to 2-0. A third third periods. In the second perigoal came on a very prett rush od, the Tech defense was partiwhich culminated when a good cularly strong, allowing only two
centering pass by Richard Casler shots on goal during the second
'74 was put in the net by James twenty minutes of play. The
Alward '75 at 12:2 1. Thirty nine only goal of the period came at
seconds later, Luzzi brought the 4:34 on a shot- from in front,
puck up ice, circled around the inside the blue line, by Rich
net and centered the puck per- McLonlghry '73. In the third
fectly to Frank Scarabino '72 period, the play was more even
who scored Tech's fourth goal at and Tech goalie Mike Schulman
13:00. A shot by John Kavazan- '73 had to make several exceljian '72 off a centering passby lent saves to preserve the shutHorton hit the Tufts goalie, out. The'defense which had
bounced up and hit-the cross bar dominated the first two periods
and bounaced in at 14:32 to seemed.to sit back somewhat.
make the score 5-0. The finlal
The ninth and final goal of
two goals of the period came at the game came at-7:28 of the
I6:12 when Matt Goldsmith '73
last stanza as Alward scored his
picked
the puck off the boards second goal from about six feet
result was shortened tempers
and penalties, including a game and put the backhand in the net, out. This was Tech's most immisconduct for Hunter at 7:36. and at 19:33 when Horton put pressive outing of the season.
With Tufts a man short for a the puck in the net on a nice The next home contest is against
double minor penalty, the Tech grop pass in front of Kavazan- Assumption next Saturday,
Coach Ben Martin suspended
Hunter for his misconduct in the
Tufts game, so the Engineers
started off on the wrong foot for
the match at Trinity. Two other
By Rick Henning
The Tech hockey varsity split
a pair of matches in the past
week. Tufts was downed for the
second time this season, again a
shutout 9-0. Amid considerable
controversy, the team travelled
to Trinity minus starting defenseman Bob' Hunter '73. The
result was a 7-1 loss.
Tufts .
After a series of frustrating
losses which saw the Techmen
come close several times, MIT
exploded with a seven goal first
period burst to blow Tufts off
the ice by a 9-0 score in a game
played on home ice last Wednesday night. The Engineers' wellbalanced attack saw eleven
players figure in the scoring as
six different players scored
goals.
In the first period, the Techmen applied the pressure almost
from the start, but the early
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Guard Minor Cleveland '72, 5'7", I42 lbs., up for a juamp sht. The
varsity basketball teamn dropped two games last week,-to Amherst
{72-65) and WPI (76-70). Their season record stands at 10~3 with
Photo by Sheldon Lsowenltha
five games remaining.

Am hexst, WPI pxTove
too mucph

By Mike Milner
Prospects for a winning season declined last week as the
varsity basketball team lost
twice to teams with poorer records. On Wedaiesday night the
Engineers lost 72-65 to a very
physical Amnherst team. Saturday, in the normally friendly
confines of Rockwell Cage, MIT
dropped another one to WPI
76-70 after leading almost all the
way.

The Amherst game bore little
resemblance to basketball as
poor officiating allowed the
game to get totally out of control. Play was rough everywhere
with the lighter Engineer front
court taking an especially severe
beating around the basket. Amherst, allowed to play their ty3pe
of game, led all the way. The

highlight of the game carne when
signalling a technical on MIT,
poked the umpire in the eye.
lThe Engineers faired little
better against WPI. Wo4rcester,
3-8 on the seasons

came out in a

trianfe-and-two defense and
later switched to a boxyand-one.
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Alan Razak '75 copped tlo first places in the -gym team's win over.
Plymouth State. Above, Razak scores 7.2 on parallel bars. Previously
he had taited 8.3 on vaulting.
Photo by Dave TenePbaumn

Gyma tsin easy mwins;
look towad -Datrtoutl
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Only dead-eye shooAtlng kept noon as they crushed Trinity
MIT ahead in the earl ly going, as College 73-28 at ThSit1y in Hartford. The win brought the MIT
WPI's jumping jack HiIa MHendel
m
aend
cetseason
record to 4-3.
son batted down shotss and cleared the boards.
With i t Ed Kavazanjian '73 produced
the higtiight of the meet in
about five minutes to play, winning the 1000 yard freestyle
things looked good with four
fou
event, in which he broke the
from
WPJ men only a foul away
a Henr
Trinipty pool rcord with a time
er- of 1'14.8. Pete Schultz '75
disqualification. Ther nHend
In Hee
son fouled out and L MIT felel captured second place for the
apart! Worcester ran off eleven
straight points withotut Hender- Engineers.
Trinity entered women in the
son and took a 73-66 :mead, from 550 yard freestyle event; howwhich they coasted he smee
ever, they were disqualified as
they only swam 400 yards. The
- Amherst
race was won by Kavazanjian,
FG F-T TP
wi a time of 5:24.2.
White
t10
4
2
3
9
In the individual medley Tom
Cleveland
3
Peterson '73 finmished frt, with
3
15
Hudson
6
2 22
R6on Moloney'74, third. In the 50
Brown
40
0
8
yarad freestyle, Ken Epstein '74
Godfrey
4
Woan with a time of 23.5 secI I
0
Lange
onds; junior Jimn Cosville was

the referee, in the process Of

·.i:p
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The 'MIT gymnastics team .on high bar scored his highadded
another win to their re- est score and took first. The
starters were absent for other
cord
with
a dull victory over Engineers did take firsts in al
reasons, wing Matt Goldsmith
Plymouth
State,
121.6 to 87.3. the events, but they were not
and center George Kenney. An
seemed to outstanding. Paul Bayer '73 and
The
poor
opposition
added disadvantage was the fact
from Dennis Dubro '73 scored a little
spirit
of
everyone
dull
the
that the game was played at
above average to take first and
the
fans
to
the
judges,
including
Wesleyan on indoor ice, which is
gymnasts.
As
second on pommel horse. But
many
of
the
Tech
much softer and mushier than
a
whole
their
performances
were
while Captain Dave Beck '72 led
the stone-hard ice at MIT's outBell
and Bob Barrett '74 to a
to
fit
the
occasion.
mediocre,
door rink. Thus the Engineers
Despite
the
bad
environment,
1-2-3
sweep of floor exercise,
were playing on a foreign surtwo
Techmen
produced
particu-they
all
scored below their averface.
performances.
larly
outstanding
ages.
Hunter's misconduct il the
After the meet Coach Bob
Tufts game is subject to ques- Sophomore . Javis MAiddleton
took
his
first-place
ever
with
a
-Lilly
speculatfed that the meet
tion, as, according to spectators,
great
ring
routine
for
a
score
of
might
have a good net effect.
he was virtually attacked by a
7.7.
With
his
double
back
disPerhaps,
since the dulness was
member of fthe Tufts team. He
mount
somenl
people
even
so
noticeable,
it would inspire
was not suspended by the game
underscored.
thought
he
was
the
team
into
giving an extra
referee, as is the usual case in
effort
at
the
next
meet.
The
other
notable
gymnast
in.
official suspensions, but rather
the
meet
not
only
had
no
firsts
Beck
also
-mentioned
the mnby Coach Martin as a form of
spirational
value
of
those
good
before,
but
came
out
of
the
punishment. Other members of
performanarces
that
were
seen.
meet
with
two.
Freshman
Alan
MIT's varsity were considerably
Razak
scored
a
great
8.3
for
his
Nevertheless,
the
team
has
two
upset about this, and it certainly
place
vault
for
fist
Yamashita
remaining
dual
meets
tough
affected their attitude towards
on vaulting He then proceeded This Saturday MIT will host
the Trinity match.
MIT's lone tally in the game to get 7.2 on parallel bars to tie their number one rival Dartmouth. With the momentum of
was produced by.Norm SturYte- MIT's high scorer Larry Bell '74
first.
for
a
6-1 record tfhis year Asd with
vant '75. It was Norm's fAst goal
Two
other
performances
the
spirit that was absent against
of his MIT career, and was restood
out.
Dave
Millman
'72
Plymouth
State, the team will
corded in the second period.
of
the
his
highest
score
scored
tr to break their five meet
Other outstanding play was
turned-in by goaie Mike Schul- season on rinmgs and was only. 15 losing streak against Dartmouth.
behind Jarvis. 'John Austin '74
man.

By Gray Safford
The MIT swimnming team defeated another unwilling but

{'© cagz-
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Captain PeterHeadley :72 won
t.he 100 yard butterfly stroke,
completing the ciunsei 2:26.6.
~Ki Bierwert '72 was a close

~

second.
Freshman standout Dave
Deo
was
f1stini the
t 100
00 yardB
yd
Deacon~
was fffsst

I I

backstroke event with a time of in tle 200.
2:16.2. Tom Jacobs '75 was
In the fmia events, the 400
third.
freestyle event, the Tech fourDan Bethencourt '75 won the some, consisting of.Simons, Tom
200 yard breaststroke race with Peterson,
Ken Epstein, and KavMonoly third. Seniors Chip azaniian, won the event in
Gronauer and Jim Knauer fin- 3:33.3.
ished first and second respective- r
°r C
CA
ly in both the required diving
and optional diving events.
CD
a
Tinisty managed to win only
three events. In the opening
event, the 400 yard medley relay, the Trinity team defeated
. @~
~-~-m
?
the Tech entry of Deacon, Bier- za
a,-X3A
" ' f>S
wert, Jacobs, and Dave Scknetin0>
: P CD
,
~
ID
C C.
or
CD
CP CD
p ICD
< c
der '74. The best MIT could do
in the 200 and I100 yard frae-

style events was second. 'A ESromson '74 took both those
spots. Pete Simons '75 was third
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